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ABSTRACT

Methods, apparatuses, devices, and systems for creating, controlling, conducting,
and optimizing fusion activities of nuclei. The controlled fusion activities cover a
spectrum of reactions from aneutronic, fusion reactions that produce essentially
no neutrons, to neutronic, fusion reactions that produce substantial numbers of
neutrons.

METHODS, DEVICES AND SYSTEMS FOR FUSION REACTIONS
[0001]

The present application: (i) claims, under 35 U.S.C.

§119(e)(1), the benefit of the filing date of June 27, 2013 of US provisional
application serial number 61/840,428; (ii) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §1 19(e)(1),
the benefit of the filing date of January 8, 2014 of US provisional application
serial number 61/925,114; (iii) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §119(e)(1), the benefit
of the filing date of January 8, 2014 of US provisional application serial
number 61/925,131; (iv) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §119(e)(1), the benefit of the
filing date of January 8, 2014 of US provisional application serial number
61/925,122; (v) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §1 19(e)(1), the benefit of the filing
date of January 8, 2014 of US provisional application serial number
61/925,148; (vi) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §1 19(e)(1), the benefit of the filing
date of January 8, 2014 of US provisional application serial number
61/925,142; (vii) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §1 19(e)(1), the benefit of the filing
date of July 1, 2013 of US provisional application serial number 61/841,834;
and, (viii) claims, under 35 U.S.C. §119(e)(1), the benefit of the filing date of
July 4, 2013 of US provisional application serial number 61/843,015, the
entire disclosure of each of which are incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Field of the Invention
[0002]

The present inventions relate to methods, apparatuses,

devices, and systems for creating, controlling, conducting, and optimizing
fusion activities of nuclei. In particular, the present inventions relate to,
among other things, fusion activities for energy production, propulsion,
formation of material, and generation of directed energetic beams and
particles. The present inventions further relate to such activities that cover a
spectrum of reactions from aneutronic, fusion reactions that produce
essentially no neutrons, to neutronic, fusion reactions that produce substantial
numbers of neutrons.
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[0003]

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the term

fusion should be given its broadest possible meaning, and would include
interactions and reactions between two or more nuclei whereby one or more
new or different nuclei are formed, as well as subsequently induced or
derivative reactions and energy generation associated therewith.
[0004]

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the terms

formation, formation of material, and similar terms should be given their
broadest possible meaning, and would include transmutation, and the
modification or creation of a nucleus or nuclei, such as, for example, nuclides,
and isotopes having value in medical, imaging, testing, and other useful
applications.
[0005]

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the term

light element means an element or ion with atomic mass of 62 or less.
[0006]

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the term

physical confinement, physical containment, and similar such terms mean the
use of a physical structure that passively confines the fusion reaction as
opposed to the use of directed energy, including shockwaves or
electromagnetic fields to confine the fusion reaction, or interaction, should
include confinement by directed energy such as EM fields, such as coming
from lasers as an example.
[0007]

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the term

strongly ionized plasma means a plasma whereby the ratio of ions to neutrals
is at least about 1:1. As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the
term weakly ionized plasma means a plasma whereby the ratio of ions to
neutrals is less than about 1:100. The terms plasma, ionized material, and
similar such terms includes all degrees and ratios of ionization.
[0008]

As used herein, unless expressly stated otherwise, the term

neutrals means atoms, molecules or clusters with no net charge.

Discussion of the State of the Art
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[0009]

For 60 years the science and technology communities have

been striving to achieve controlled and economically viable fusion. The
commonly held belief in the art is that another 25-50 years of research remain
before fusion is a viable option for power generation-"As the old joke has it,
fusion is the power of the future-and always will be" ("Next ITERation?",
Sept. 3, 2011, The Economist). Further, until the present inventions, it was
believed that a paradigm existed in that achieving fusion of reactants was
unobtainable without incredibly high temperatures for even the most likely
reactants and even higher temperatures for other reactants. As a
consequence, it was further believed that there was no reason to construct, or
investigate the composition of, a nuclear fusion reactor with lower
temperature reactant confinement.
[0010]

Prior to the present inventions it was believed that the art in

controlled fusion reactions taught that temperatures in excess of 150,000,000
degrees Centigrade were required to achieve favorable gross energy balance
in a controlled fusion reactor. Gross energy balance, Q, is defined as:

Q

Efusion
Ein

where Efusion is the total energy released by fusion reactions and Ein is the
energy used to create the reactions. The Joint European Torus, JET, claims
to have achieved Q ~ 0.7 and the US National Ignition Facility recently claims
to have achieved a Q > 1 (ignoring the very substantial energy losses of its
lasers). The condition of Q = 1, referred to as "breakeven," indicates that the
amount of energy released by fusion reactions is equal to the amount of
energy input. In practice, a reactor used to produce electricity should exhibit
a Q value significantly greater than 1 to be commercially viable, since only a
portion of the fusion energy can be converted to a useful form. Conventional
thinking holds that only strongly ionized plasmas, are necessary to achieve
Q > 1. These conditions limit the particle densities and energy confinement
times that can be achieved in a fusion reactor. Thus, the art has looked to the
Lawson criterion as the benchmark for controlled fusion reactions-a
benchmark, it is believed, that no one has yet achieved when accounting for
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all energy inputs. The art's pursuit of the Lawson criterion, or substantially
similar paradigms, has led to fusion devices and systems that are large,
complex, difficult to manage, expensive, and economically unviable.
[0011]

A common formulation of the Lawson criterion is as follows:

NTE'

>

3(1 - IIo7t)H
?7n~~4(1+S5ab)
EIinIout
(_Vab(H)Qab

[0012]

(1-

?7in?7out)AbrH

All of the parameters that go into the Lawson criterion will

not be discussed here. But in essence, the criterion requires that the product
of the particle density (N) and the energy confinement time

(TES)

be greater

than a number dependent on, among other parameters, reaction temperature
(H) and the reactivity (uv)ab, which is the average of the product of the
reaction cross section and relative velocity of the reactants. In practice, this
industry-standard paradigm suggests that temperatures in excess of
150,000,000 degrees Centigrade are required to achieve positive energy
balance using a D- T fusion reaction. For proton - boron fusion, as one
example, the criterion suggests that the product of density and confinement
time must be yet substantially higher.
[0013]

An aspect of the Lawson criterion is based on the premise

that thermal energy must be continually added to the plasma to replace lost
energy to maintain the plasma temperature and to keep it fully or highly
ionized. In particular, a major source of energy loss in conventional fusion
systems is radiation due to electron bremsstrahlung and cyclotron motion as
mobile electrons interact with ions in the hot plasma. The Lawson criterion
was not formulated for fusion methods that essentially eliminate electron
radiation loss considerations by avoiding the use of hot, heavily ionized
plasmas with highly mobile electrons.
[0014]

Because the conventional thinking holds that high

temperatures and strongly ionized plasma are required, it was further
believed in the art that inexpensive physical containment of the reaction was
impossible. Accordingly, methods being pursued in the art are directed to
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complex and expensive schemes to contain the reaction, such as those used
in magnetic confinement systems (e.g., the ITER tokamak) and in inertial
confinement systems (e.g., NIF laser).
[0015]

In fact, at least one source in the prior art expressly

acknowledges the believed impossibility of containing a fusion reaction with a
physical structure: "The simplest and most obvious method with which to
provide confinement of a plasma is by a direct-contact with material walls, but
is impossible for two fundamental reasons: the wall would cool the plasma
and most wall materials would melt. We recall that the fusion plasma here
requires a temperature of ~1 08 K while metals generally melt at a temperature
below 5000 K." ("Principles of Fusion Energy," A. A. Harms et. al.)
[0016]

It should be pointed out that current fusion schemes using D

T fuels which produce radioactive materials. Robots are required to operate
such systems.
[0017]

The present inventions break the prior art paradigms by,

among other things, increasing the reactant density, essentially eliminating
electron radiation losses, and combinations of these, by avoiding the use of a
strongly ionized plasma, modifying the Coulomb barrier and thus increasing
the reaction cross section, extending the interaction region of fusion reactants
from a point to a large surface area, and using physical confinement to
contain the fusion reaction. Such approaches make Lawson's criterion
inapposite.
[0018]

The importance and value of achieving economically viable

controlled fusion has long been recognized and sought after in the art.
Controlled fusion may have applications in energy production, propulsion,
material creation, material formation, the production of useful isotopes,
generation of directed energetic beams and particles, and many other key
fields and applications. In the energy production area, controlled fusion has
been envisioned to provide a solution to global energy and environmental
challenges, including supply, distribution, cost, and adverse effects from using
hydrocarbon or other alternative fuel sources. Accordingly, there has been a
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long-standing and unfulfilled need for a controlled fusion reaction, and the
clean energy and other benefits and beneficial uses that are associated with
such a reaction. The present methods, devices and systems for conducting
fusion reactions solve these and other problems, deficiencies, and
inadequacies associated with prior attempts to create a viable controlled
fusion system. Further, the present inventions avoid the risks associated with
conventional fission power generation. Moreover, available aneutronic
embodiments of controlled fusion avoid the potential issues associated with
managing neutrons produced in other fusion reactions. Thus, the present
inventions, among other things, solve these needs by providing the articles of
manufacture, devices and processes taught, disclosed and claimed herein.

SUMMARY
[0019]

In an embodiment of the present inventions there is provided

a device that uses high-speed rotation of material to produce conditions for
performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy and materials created by
those reactions. These devices rotate materials at hundreds of thousands or
millions of revolutions per second (RPS), creating forces, effects and
conditions that facilitate the fusion reaction. The fusion reaction takes place
near the outer region of this rotating material, generally further away from the
center of rotation and more toward where the material is fastest moving in
km/sec. The recovery or utilization of the fusion products, which includes
created materials, modified materials and energy can then be more readily
utilized, because these products are similarly near the outer side of this
rotating material.
[0020]

In an embodiment of the present inventions there is provided

a device that uses high-speed rotation of material to produce conditions for
performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy and materials created by
those reactions. These devices rotate materials at hundreds of thousands or
millions of revolutions per second (RPS), creating forces, effects and
conditions that facilitate the fusion reaction. The fusion reaction takes place in
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a region removed from the axial center of the rotating mass, preferably where
the material is fastest-moving. The recovery or utilization of the fusion
products, which includes created materials, modified materials and energy
can then be more readily utilized, because these products are similarly near
the outer side of this rotating material.
[0021]

Additionally, in an embodiment of the present inventions

there is provided a method that uses high-speed rotation of material to
produce conditions for performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy
and materials created by those reactions. These methods rotate materials at
hundreds of thousands or millions of revolutions per second (RPS), creating
forces, effects and conditions that facilitate the fusion reaction. The fusion
reaction takes place in a region removed from the axial center of the rotating
mass, preferably where the material is fastest-moving. The recovery or
utilization of the fusion products, which includes created materials, modified
materials and energy can then be more readily utilized, because these
products are similarly near the outer side of this rotating material.
[0022]

In a further embodiment of the present inventions there is

provided a method that uses high-speed rotation of material to produce
conditions for performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy and
materials created by those reactions. This method rotates materials at
hundreds of thousands or millions of revolutions per second (RPS), creating
forces, effects and conditions that facilitate the fusion reaction. The fusion
reaction takes place near the outer side of this rotating material, generally
further away from the center of rotation and more toward where the material
is fastest moving in km/sec. The recovery or utilization of the fusion products,
which includes created materials, modified materials and energy can then be
more readily utilized, because these products are similarly near the outer side
of this rotating material.
[0023]

In yet another embodiment of the present inventions there is

provided a fusion device that utilizes an ionized material spinning at very high
rates of speed. This device establishes conditions where the rotating material
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is forced into a second material, which is stationary, or for all practical
purposes moving so slowly or in an opposite direction that it is effectively
stationary with respect to the rotating material, wherein these two materials
are brought together in a fusion reaction, whereby one or more of high energy
particles, radiation, or new elements (or materials) are produced.
[0024]

Yet still further, in an embodiment of the present inventions

there is provided a fusion method using ionized material spinning at very high
rates of speed. This method forces the rotating material into a second
material, which is stationary, or for all practical purposes moving so slowly or
that is moving in the opposite direction that it is effectively stationary with
respect to the rotating material, and brings these two material together in a
fusion reaction, whereby one or more of high energy particles, radiation, or
new elements (or materials) are produced. Further, the ionized material may
be introduced to the device as pre-ionized.
[0025]

Additionally, in an embodiment of the present inventions

there is provided a device requiring no internal mechanical rotation devices
that creates and uses high-speed rotation of material to produce conditions
for performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy and materials created
by those reactions. These devices rotate materials at hundreds of thousands
or millions of revolutions per second (RPS), without the use of any
mechanical device or rotating device components, creating forces, effects and
conditions that facilitate the fusion reaction. The fusion reaction takes place
near a region generally further away from the center of rotation and more
toward where the material is fastest moving in km/sec. The fusion products,
which include created materials, modified materials, and energy, can then be
more readily recovered or utilized because these products are similarly near
the outer region of this rotating material.
[0026]

Moreover, in an embodiment of the present inventions there

is provided a device requiring no internal mechanical rotation devices that
creates and uses high-speed rotation of material to produce conditions for
performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy and materials created by
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those reactions. These devices rotate materials at many thousands and
potentially millions of revolutions per second (RPS), without the use of any
mechanical device or rotating device components, creating forces, effects and
conditions that facilitate the fusion reaction, by using reactors with small
dimensions. The fusion reaction takes place near a region generally further
away from the center of rotation and more toward where the material is
fastest moving in km/sec. The fusion products, which include created
materials, modified materials, and energy, can then be more readily
recovered or utilized because these products are similarly near the outer
region of this rotating material.
[0027]

In a further embodiment of the present inventions there is

provided a method that uses non-mechanical high-speed rotation of a
material to produce conditions for performing fusion reactions and utilizing the
energy and materials created by those reactions. This method rotates by non
mechanical means, materials at hundreds of thousands or millions of
revolutions per second (RPS), creating forces, effects and conditions that
facilitate the fusion reaction. The fusion reaction takes place near the outer
side of this rotating material, general further away from the center of rotation
and more toward where the material is fastest moving in km/sec. The
recovery or utilization of the fusion products, which includes created
materials, modified materials and energy can then be more readily utilized,
because these products are similarly near the outer side of this rotating
material.
[0028]

Moreover, in an embodiment of the present inventions there

is provided a method requiring no internal mechanical rotation devices that
creates and uses high-speed rotation of material to produce conditions for
performing fusion reactions and utilizing the energy and materials created by
those reactions. These methods rotate materials at hundreds of thousands or
millions of revolutions per second (RPS), without the use of any mechanical
device or rotating device components, creating forces, effects and conditions
that facilitate the fusion reaction, by using reactors with small dimensions.
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The fusion reaction takes place near a region generally further away from the
center of rotation and more toward where the material is fastest moving in
km/sec. The fusion products, which include created materials, modified
materials, and energy, can then be more readily recovered or utilized
because these products are similarly near the outer region of this rotating
material.
[0029]

In yet another embodiment of the present inventions there is

provided a fusion device that utilizes an ionized material spinning at very high
rates of speed. This device does not require mechanical rotating
components. This device establishes conditions where the rotating material
is forced into a second material, which is stationary, or for all practical
purposes moving so slowly or in an opposite direction that it is effectively
stationary with respect to the rotating material, wherein these two materials
are brought together in a fusion reaction, whereby high energy particles are
produced.
[0030]

Moreover, in an embodiment of the present inventions there

is provided a fusion method using ionized material spinning at very high rates
of speed without the need for mechanically rotating components. This
method forces the rotating material into a second material, which is
stationary, or for all practical purposes moving so slowly or that is moving in
the opposite direction that it is effectively stationary with respect to the
rotating material, and brings these two material together in a fusion reaction,
whereby high energy particles are produced.
[0031]

In further embodiments of the above inventions, one or more

of the following may also be present: the high energy particles may be alpha
particles; energy may also be produced; at least about 1 nW (nanowatts) to
about 1 mW (milliwatts) of energy may also be produced; at least about 10 W
of energy may also be produced; about 10 kW (kilowatts) of energy may also
be produced; about 1 MW (megawatt) of energy may also be produced; about
100 MW of energy may also be produced; about 1 GW (gigawatt) may also
be produced; the high energy particles may be used to create electricity; at
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least about 1 mW of electricity may be produced; at least about 10 W of
electricity may be produced; at least about 1 MW of electricity may be
produced; at least about 100 MW of electricity may be produced; at least
about 1 GW of electricity may be produced; energy may be produced which is
then used to create electricity; the high energy particles are alpha particles
and energy is produced; and, the high energy particles have an energy of at
least about 2 MeV; and the high energy particles have an energy of at least
about 1 MeV.
[0032]

In still further embodiments of the present inventions there

are provided a fusion reaction device and method having, one or more of the
following: the device or method may be configured and operated to achieve a
predetermined energy balance of the fusion reaction; configured and
operated to achieve a predetermined rate of the fusion reaction; configured
and operated to achieve a predetermined reactant density; configured and
operated to achieve a predetermined fusion reaction cross section; configured
and operated to facilitate expansive confinement of the fusion reaction,
whereby the fusion reaction is forced to the outer areas of the fusion chamber
rather than the inner areas of that chamber; and configured and operated to
achieve increased probability of reaction through a longer confinement time.
[0033]

Additionally, in embodiments of the present inventions there

are provided a fusion reaction device and method having one or more of the
following: the device or method may be configured and operated to provide
for expansive confinement to create sustained functioning fusion reactions
and fusion reaction devices from a microscale, e.g., less than a few
millimeters in size, to a few meters, to commercial power generation scale;
the scaling of fusion reactor size geometrically to determine reaction rate; and
the scaling of fusion reactor size geometrically to determine energy balance.
[0034]

Still further in embodiments of the present inventions there is

provided a fusion reactor configuration for enabling nuclear fusion reactions
for use in an application; the reactor incorporating a first reactant and a
second reactant; the first reactant having a first density; the second reactant
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having a second density; a means for expansive confinement; and a means
to modify the cross section of reaction, the reactor is capable of producing
predetermined products.
[0035]

Yet further, in embodiments of the present inventions there

is provided a fusion reactor configuration for enabling nuclear fusion reactions
for use in an application, the reactor incorporating a first reactant and a
second reactant; the first reactant having a first density on the order of
about

013

particles/cm 3 to on the order of about 1023 particles/cm3, greater

than about 1024 particles/cm 3, greater than about 1025 particles/cm 3; the
second reactant having a second density of about

1013

particles/cm 3 to on the

order of about 1023 particles/cm 3, greater than about 1024 particles/cm3
greater than about

1025

particles/cm 3 ; a predetermined source of potential in

addition and beyond the Coulomb potential; wherein these potentials interact
with and/or combine with the Coulomb potential barrier.
[0036]

Furthermore, in embodiments of the present inventions there

is provided a system configuration incorporating a reactor with a first reactant
and a second reactant; the first reactant having a first density of about 1013
particles/cm 3 to on the order of about 1023 particles/cm 3, greater than about
1024 particles/cm 3, greater than about 1025 particles/cm 3; the second reactant

having a second density of about

1013

particles/cm3 to on the order of about

1023 particles/cm 3, greater than about 1024 particles/cm 3, greater than about
1025 particles/cm 3; a means for expansive confinement; and a means to

modify the cross section of reaction, the reactor is capable of producing
predetermined products. The system having an energy conversion system; a
component to provide power to the reactor; a component to control the
reactor.
[0037]

Further, in embodiments of the present inventions there is

provided a system configuration incorporating a material rotating at high
rates, wherein this rotation results in a pressure change in the system. This
pressure change may induce a vacuum or flow of material.
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[0038]

Still further, embodiments of the present inventions are

provided in the claims, drawings and specification of this application.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0039]

Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of an embodiment of a

controlled fusion device in accordance with the present inventions.
[0040]

Figure 2 shows a perspective cross-sectional view of an

embodiment of a controlled fusion device in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0041]

Figures 2A-2E show perspective cross-sectional snap shot

views of the embodiment of Figure 2 taken along line A-A during stages of its
operation.
[0042]

Figure 3 shows a perspective cross-sectional view of an

embodiment of a controlled fusion device in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0043]

Figure 4A shows an embodiment of a control apparatus and

discharge circuit that is part of a controlled fusion device in accordance with
the present inventions.
[0044]

Figure 4B shows another embodiment of a system control

and discharge circuit in accordance with the present inventions.
[0045]

Figures 5A-5C show the potential energy curve of a two

particle system in which a first nucleus is approaching a second nucleus, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present inventions.
[0046]

Figure 6 is a still image captured by a high-speed video

camera of the interior of the chamber of the embodiment of the device, in
accordance with the present inventions, showing the presence of helium in
the fusion chamber.
[0047]

Figure 7 is a still image of the inner surfaces of the device

components in accordance with the present inventions, showing the presence
of micro-etching, demonstrating the creation of high-energy particles.
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[0048]

Figures 8A-8F are a series of photographs of a foil detector

over an 8.25 millisecond time period showing the detector before any
detectable impact (Figure 8A) through various impacts during the fusion
reaction (Figures 8B through 8D) through destruction (Figure 8E) and being
completely gone from its frame (Figure 8F) in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0049]

Figure 9A is an axial cross sectional view of an embodiment

of a controlled fusion device in accordance with the present inventions, which
has an outer electrode and a concentric inner electrode, with localized axial
magnetic fields generated within the annular space between the two
electrodes.
[0050]

Figure 9B is a side cross sectional view of the embodiment

of the device of Figure 9A.
[0051]

Figure 10 is an axial cross sectional view of an embodiment

of a controlled fusion device in accordance the present inventions, where
material is accelerated azimuthally by means of using electrodes to generate
localized electric fields within the annular space in which the material is
rotating.
[0052]

Figure 11 shows an embodiment of a controlled fusion

device in accordance with the present inventions where the second working
material consists of multiple materials in solid form.
[0053]

Figure 12 shows a perspective cross-sectional view of an

embodiment of a controlled fusion device in accordance with the present
inventions, where the inner electrode, outer electrode, controlled pressure
chamber, and magnet are in the shape of tori, as opposed to cylinders.
[0054]

Figure 13 is a perspective phantom line view of an

embodiment of a portion of an outer electrode and a boron plate, in
accordance with the present inventions, where a heating coil is added to the
section of the outer electrode directly opposite the boron plate.
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[0055]

Figure 14 shows a schematic view view of an embodiment of

the inner surface of the outer electrode, in accordance with the present
inventions, where carbon nanotubes are adhered to the outer electrode.
[0056]

Figure 15 is a schematic perspective view of an embodiment

of a controlled fusion device, in accordance with the present inventions,
utilizing photon pressure as the rotation source.
[0057]

Figure 16 in a schematic perspective view of an embodiment

of a a device incorporating a means to enhance a reduction of the Coulomb
potential through electron emission, in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0058]

Figure 17 is a graph illustrating an embodiment of a

resonance condition dependent on the modified Coulomb potential in
accordance with the present inventions.
[0059]

Figure 18 is a graph illustrating an embodiment of a reaction

cross section with a resonance peak in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0060]

Figure 19 is a perspective schematic view of an embodiment

of a micro-reactor controlled fusion device, in accordance with the present
inventions where the rotation source is electromagnetic and operates based
on a resonance.
[0061]

Figure 20 is a cross sectional schematic view of an

embodiment of a controlled fusion device including a laser, which may be
used to increase electron shielding effects, in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0062]

Figure 21 is a cross sectional schematic view of an

embodiment of a controlled fusion device in which two wires coated in boron
containing compounds run axially through the controlled fusion device in
accordance with the present inventions.
[0063]

Figure 22 a schematic view of an embodiment of a controlled

fusion device and energy utilization assembly, in accordance with the present
inventions.
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[0064]

Figure 23 a schematic view of an embodiment a controlled

fusion device and direct energy conversion assembly in accordance with the
present inventions.
[0065]

Figure 24A is a schematic of a controlled fusion device in

accordance with the present inventions.
[0066]

Figure 24B is a schematic of the fusion device of Figure 24A

with a third working material added, in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0067]

Figure 25 is a perspective view of a controlled fusion device

in accordance with the present inventions.
[0068]

Figure 25A is a cross sectional view of the device of Figure

[0069]

Figure 25B is an exploded perspective view of the device of

25.

Figure 25.
[0070]

Figure 26 is a perspective view of an embodiment of a

controlled fusion device in accordance with the present inventions.
[0071]

Figure 26A is an exploded view of the embodiment of Figure

[0072]

Figure 27 is a graph of the plot of voltage and current during

26.

the operation of a controlled fusion device in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0073]

Figures 27A to 27F are schematic representations of

photographs of He and fusion products, in accordance with the present
inventions.
[0074]

Figure 28 is a schematic representations of a photograph of

He and fusion products, in accordance with the present inventions.
[0075]

Figure 29 is a schematic representations of a photograph of

He and fusion products, in accordance with the present inventions.
[0076]

Figures 30 and 31 are representations of emission spectrum,

in accordance with the present inventions.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
[0077]

In general, the present inventions relate to methods,

apparatuses, devices, and systems for creating, measuring, controlling,
conducting, and optimizing fusion activities of nuclei. In particular, the
present inventions relate to, among other things, fusion activities for energy
production, propulsion, formation of material, and generation of directed
energetic beams and particles. The present inventions further relate to such
activities that cover a spectrum of reactions, from aneutronic fusion reactions
that produce essentially no neutrons, to neutronic fusion reactions that
produce substantial amounts of neutrons.
[0078]

Generally, the present methods, apparatuses, and systems

utilize the high speed rotation of particles to provide for controlled fusion
reactions in controlled environments, and preferably without the need for
magnetic or high-energy containment fields. Further, embodiments of the
present invention create or modify quantum and other effects to provide for or
enhance the fusion reaction.
[0079]

In general, the controlled fusion devices utilize rotating

particles at a high rate of speed. This may be done in a variety of ways. For
example, an axial magnetic field can be created in a cylindrical chamber, and
a radial plasma current can be induced by applying a voltage across a central
discharge rod and a concentric electrode. The perpendicular electric field and
magnetic field create a Lorentz force along the axis perpendicular to both the
electric and magnetic fields, in this case in the azimuthal direction. The
electric field and magnetic field may further be at an angle that differs from
the perpendicular, such that perpendicular components, to a lesser or greater
extent, are present in sufficient strength to create a sufficiently strong
azimuthal Lorentz force. This azimuthal force acts on ions, which in turn
couple with neutrals such that particles in the annular space between the
central discharge rod and outer electrode are made to move at high rotational
velocity. The lack of any moving mechanical parts means that there is little
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limitation to the speed at which rotation can occur, thus providing rotation
rates in excess of 100,000 RPS.
[0080]

Turning to Figure 1, there is provided schematic diagram of

an embodiment of a fusion device of the present inventions. The controlled
fusion device 100 has a first working material 101 and a second working
material 110 associated with it. The controlled fusion device 100 has a
rotation chamber 103 having rotation chamber wall 105 and a cavity 108, and
a controlled pressure area 104. Operationally associated with the rotation
chamber 103 is a rotation source 102 and a plasma creation device 106. The
devices 102 and 106 may be the same, may be different, and may be
operationally associated in combinations and variations of these. Within the
cavity 108 there is a fusion surface 109.
[0081]

The first working material 101 is any material or combination

of substances that is capable of being formed into a plasma, and more
preferably a weakly ionized plasma. For example, the first working material
can be hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium, argon, neon, xenon, nitrogen,
oxygen, in general gaseous materials, vaporized solids or other solids, or
liquids. It may be a combination of an ionizable background material and a
material which is intended to be directly involved in the fusion reaction. The
ionizable background material may also be involved in the fusion reaction.
For example, argon gas (as a background material) may be combined with
vaporized boron. In one embodiment, the first material could be hydrogen.
[0082]

The second working material 110 can be the same as the

first working material 101, it may be combined with the first working material,
or it may be different. In general, the second working material and the first
working material should be selected to provide for a predetermined and
optimized fusion reaction. Thus, for example, the combination of these
materials may seek to, among other things, create an aneutronic fusion
reaction, provide for high particle density, result in a high energy output,
provide for good electron emission, provide for use of materials which both
have positive or both have negative magnetic moments, and combinations
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and variations of these and other factors. Preferably, the material should be
selected to provide for an aneutronic fusion reaction. Preferably, the second
working material is a solid. In one embodiment, the second material could be
boron or a boron compound such as boron nitride or lanthanum hexaboride.
[0083]

Preferably, the first and second materials for some

embodiments of the controlled fusion device may be: hydrogen-1 and boron
11, hydrogen-1 and lithium-6, hydrogen-1 and lithium-7, deuterium and
helium-3, deuterium and lithium-6, helium-3 and lithium-6, helium-3 and
helium-3, hydrogen-1 and nitrogen-1 5, deuterium and deuterium, deuterium
and tritium, or tritium and tritium. It may be advantageous to use molecular
compounds that are good electron emitters, for example boron nitride or
lanthanum hexaboride. The first or second working material may also be a
matrix or composite of different materials, each of which may provide an
advantage for the fusion reaction, e.g., one is a good electron emitter and one
is the compound containing the fusion reactant. A further consideration in
determining the first and second working materials is the avoidance of
potentially added cost and difficulties in handling materials that may be
potentially dangerous, self-pyrolizing, or have other heightened health, safety
or cost concerns.
[0084]

The rotational source 102 or device for providing rotation to

the plasma, and preferably weakly ionized plasma, may include
superconducting magnets, permanent magnets, electromagnets,
radiofrequency sources, microwave sources, electric field sources,
electrodes, lasers, ion guns, and combinations and variations of these and
other types of devices.
[0085]

The plasma creation device 106 may include radiofrequency

sources, microwave sources, lasers, electric field sources, electrodes, spark
gap, and ion guns, and combinations and variations of these and other types
of devices.
[0086]

In some embodiments, the rotational device 102 and the

plasma creation device 106 may be combined. For example, a
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superconducting magnet creating a magnetic field between about 0.5 and
about 2 Teslas or greater, and a set of electrodes with a voltage difference of
between about 2 kV (kilovolts) and 3 kV or greater will both create a plasma
and cause the said plasma to rotate; another example is plasma being
created by electromagnetic waves at the resonant frequencies of ions and
electrons in a magnetic field, and being caused to rotate by the same
electromagnetic waves and magnetic field.
[0087]

The rotation chamber 103 forms or defines the cavity 108

that contains the plasma, and preferably the weakly ionized plasma.
Associated with the cavity are the rotational device 102 and the plasma
creation device 106. In this manner, these devices 102, 106, create a plasma
and cause the plasma to rotate within the chamber at high revolutions, e.g., at
least about 1,000 revolutions per second (RPS), at least about 5,000 RPS, at
least about 50,000 RPS, at least about 100,000 RPS, at least about 300,000
RPS, or greater, and from about 100,000 to about 300,000 RPS.
[0088]

The rotation chamber 103 may be made from metals,

ceramics, plastics, composites, and combinations and variations of these and
other types of materials. The rotation chamber can provide a controlled
pressure area 104 or it may itself be contained in or be part of the controlled
pressure area 104. The rotation chamber provides a controlled environment
and preferably surfaces that, among other things, direct or contain the rotation
of the plasma. The rotation chamber may also include or be an electrode.
[0089]

The rotation chamber 103 has a wall 105 or structures that

provide physical barriers to the rotating plasma, as well as, in some
embodiments, a physical barrier to contain or control the atmosphere and
pressures. The rotation chamber wall 105 can define, in whole or in part, a
cavity 108. The cavity 108 forms a volume or defines a region, where the
plasma rotates and the fusion reaction may also take place.
[0090]

A fusion surface 109 is provided in the device 100. In

dealing with nuclear distances and areas where the fusion reaction takes
place, relative or common terms of distance may not completely apply. Thus,
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as used herein, when it is provided that the fusion reaction occurs at, near, or
adjacent to a surface or region, these terms are to be used in their broadest
possible sense, and would include the reaction taking place in that general
region, or being bounded by or otherwise physically contained by that
surface. In the device 100, preferably the fusion reaction takes place in whole
or in part adjacent to the fusion surface 109. The fusion surface may form in
whole or in part the rotation chamber 103, the controlled pressure area 104,
the cavity 108, and combinations and variations of these. The fusion surface
109 may also be contained within some or all of these structures, provided
however that the fusion surface is located within the controlled pressure area
104. The fusion surface may be solid, a screen, nanoparticles, a gel, a
matrix, coatings and platings generally, micro and nano structured surfaces,
and for example may be formed from copper, stainless steel, silver, metal
platings, ceramics, composites, plastics, metals, metalloids, organics, oxides,
glass, polymeric materials, alloys, graphite, and combinations and variations
of these and other materials. Moreover, the fusion surface 109 may include
or be the second working material.
[0091]

Turning to Figure 2, there is shown a perspective cross

sectional view of an embodiment of a controlled fusion device 200. The
controlled fusion device 200 has a superconducting magnet 201 which
provides a magnetic field from about 0.5 to 2 Teslas. Within the magnet 201,
and thus within the magnetic field created by the magnet, are an outer
electrode 204, and an inner electrode 202. The inner electrode has insulation
203. Located on the inner surface 208 of the outer electrode 204 is a first
boron plate 205 and a second boron plate 206. A working gas inlet line 207 is
located within the inner electrode 204 and within the magnet 201.
[0092]

The outer electrode 204 is in the shape of a tube having an

inner diameter of 16 centimeters (cm). The outer electrode 204 is made from
copper. An uninsulated or exposed section 209 of the inner electrode 202 is
located axially across from the boron plates 205 and 206. Although not
shown in the figure, the inner and outer electrodes are contained within a
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controlled pressure environment. The inner electrode and the uninsulated
section 209 has an diameter of 4 cm. Thus the inner and outer electrodes are
electrically associated with a power source and circuit shown in Figure 4A,
and thus there is provided a voltage across the two electrodes. Preferably, in
this embodiment the boron plates are made from boron nitride or lanthanum
hexaboride both of which are excellent electron emitters.
[0093]

It should be understood that this embodiment may be

configured such that the components and their respective positions may be
modified or changed. For example, multiple inner electrodes may be used,
different configurations for the outer electrode may be used, more or fewer
boron plates may be used, a continuous ring of boron may be used, or other
configurations of the boron may be used, the location and position of the
working gas inlet line 207 may be changed and multiple working gas inlet
lines 207 may be used.
[0094]

The distance between the inner surface of the outer

electrode 204 and the exposed outer section of the inner electrode 209 is
approximately 6 cm. It is in this region that an electric current is flowed
through the working gas to create a plasma, and preferably a weakly ionized
plasma. The concentration and type of the working gas, the pressure of the
working gas, the distance between the electrodes, and other factors are
evaluated in determining the voltage and current used to create the plasma.
Moreover, the voltage and current used to impart the Lorentz force to create
the rotation of the plasma is based upon the magnetic field and other factors.
Thus, in this embodiment, the distance between the electrodes may be less
than a centimeter, may be less than 2 cm, may be from about 2 cm to about
50 cm, may be from about 5 cm to about 20 cm, and may be greater than a
meter. In determining this distance, consideration should be given to the
detrimental effect that increased distance has on electrical power
requirements to form the plasma and to create sufficient Lorentz forces to
induce sufficient rotation to allow fusion to take place. In using smaller
distances, consideration should also be given to avoiding the creation of
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boundary layer effects, which may adversely affect the ability of the Lorentz
forces to impart sufficient rotation to give rise to fusion. The magnetic field
may be from about 0.5 Tesla to about 20 Teslas, from about 2 Teslas to
about 5 Teslas, and may be greater or lower depending upon the plasma
current such that sufficient rotation is imparted. The hydrogen gas is
preferably at approximately 3 torr, but may be from about 0.5 torr to about 12
torr, from about 1 torr to about 7 torr, and preferably 2 torr or greater. Further,
and more preferably, the pressure of the hydrogen should be as large as is
possible without adversely affecting or inhibiting the plasma creation. The
axial length of the electrodes, and more particularly the axial length of the
uninsulated section of the inner electrode, may be less than a centimeter, and
can be substantially longer than a centimeter, provided that the voltage
across the electrodes is sufficiently high to induce a sufficient amount of
rotation in the region where fusion is intended to take place. Further, this
embodiment may be used with other first working materials and other second
working materials.
[0095]

Generally, the device of the embodiment of Figure 2 can be

operated by providing the magnetic field of between about 0.5 Tesla and
about 2 Teslas; purging the device of all atmosphere; and after purging, filling
the device with hydrogen to about 3 torr. Applying a voltage of about 1.4 kV
through a current-limiting resistor to the inner electrode creates a plasma
current of about 10 to 50 A, which imparts, due to the Lorentz force created
by the magnetic field and current, a rotation of about 1,000 RPS. Preferably,
this initial rotation in devices of the embodiment of the type of Figure 2,
enhances the ability to achieve rotational speeds sufficient to cause fusion.
After the initial rotation is established, a pulse of about 400 V to 1 kV between
the outer and inner electrodes creates a plasma current of about 2 to 5 kA,
and imparts a rotation of at least about 100,000 RPS. The rotation of the
plasma is maintained for about 10 milliseconds. During this rotation of the
plasma, alpha particles are created by a fusion reaction between a proton and
a boron-1 1 nucleus. It is believed that the average kinetic energy of the
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protons is approximately 500 eV (electron-volts). The cumulative energy
imparted to the three alpha particles produced by each fusion reaction is
thought to be approximately 8.68 MeV.
[0096]

In addition to a single pulse operation, the embodiment of

Figure 2 may be operated with one, two, or more serially spaced pulses. The
serially spaced pulses may be staggered or overlapping. Further, a CW
(continuous wave) voltage may be applied for periods of greater duration than
the pulses. These approaches may thus provide substantially longer periods
of fusion activity than the observed 10 milliseconds, where the creation of
alpha particles and associated energy production can take place.
[0097]

Also, secondary nuclear reactions between energetic alpha

particles and other materials may take place, adding additional energy to the
system. For example, alpha particles produced by a primary reaction
between hydrogen-1 and boron-1 1 may react with carbon in the wall of the
controlled fusion device, creating oxygen and releasing additional energy.
Thus, the fusion product itself may become a working material, e.g., a third
working material.
[0098]

Turning to Figures 2A through 2E, there are shown

perspective cross-sectional views of the embodiment of Figure 2 taken along
line A-A. As described subsequently, these figures illustrate the various
electric fields, magnetic fields, and operating parameters of the embodiment
of Figure 2, resulting in the creation of the fusion reaction and fusion
products, e.g., alpha particles and related energy generation.
[0099]

Turning to Figure 2A, the magnetic field lines are shown by

arrows (B). These magnetic field lines, created by magnet 201, are shown
passing through the annular space 222 between the inner 202 and outer 204
electrodes. Hydrogen gas is filling this annular space 222. As shown in this
figure, because the voltage has not been applied across the electrodes 202
and 204, no rotation has taken place. A power source 220, and water cooling
lines 221 a, 221 b are also shown.
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[00100]

Turning to Figure 2B, the electric field is created and is

illustrated by the plus symbols on the inner electrode 202 and the arrows (E)
extending radially outward from inner electrode 202 to the outer electrode
204. From this figure it can be seen that the electric field lines (E) are normal
to the magnetic field lines (B). Preferably, the voltage is initially applied at a
lower level to create weak ionization and slow initial rotation.
[00101]

Turning to Figure 2C, there is shown the creation of the

weakly ionized plasma, which initially occurs at the application of the low
power CW voltage. Thus, the electric field has ionized some hydrogen to
create a weakly-ionized plasma (e.g., 1 ion for about every 100,000 neutrals).
The presence of these ions allows current to flow, illustrated by the jagged
lightning bolt-like lines (I) extending radially outward. The weakness of the
plasma allows it to remain stable.
[00102]

Proceeding then to Figure 2D, the high power pulse has

been applied across the electrodes, creating an azimuthal Lorentz force,
shown by arrows (F), acting upon the ions in the weakly ionized plasma. The
flow of the plasma current in both Figures 2C and 2D is illustrated by the
jagged lightning bolt-like lines (I) extending radially outward. The direction of
the Lorentz force (F) on the ions of the weakly ionized plasma is
perpendicular to both the magnetic field (B) and electric field (E) (as shown by
the tangential arrows in Figure 2D), and induces a rotation in the direction of
forces (F) and the circular arrows (R) shown in Figure 2E.
[00103]

Thus, the rotation of the ions in the weakly ionized plasma

causes the neutrals (e.g., the non-ionized hydrogen) to rotate. It is believed
that this rotation is caused by collisions between the ions and the neutrals.
Thus the embodiment of Figure 2 enables the acceleration of a substantial
number of neutral particles by only a very few ions to an energy level
sufficient for the fusion reaction.
[00104]

For example, if using hydrogen the ratio of ions to neutrals

may be from about 1:1,000 to about 1:120,000, from about 1:50,000 to about
1:100,000, from about 1:100,000 to about 1:180,000, 1 to at least about 1, 1
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to at least about 10, 1 to at least about 100, 1 to at least about 1,000, 1 to at
least about 10,000, 1 to at least about 50,000, 1 to at least about 80,000, 1 to
at least about 100,000, 1 to at least about 180,000.
[00105]

Thus, turning to Figure 2E, there is illustrated in a conceptual

manner the fusion reaction taking place along a fusion surface 208 which in
this embodiment is the inner surface 208 of outer electrode 204. It is
presently believed that in the embodiment of Figure 2, the vast majority of the
fusion reactions take place adjacent to the fusion surface. The fusion
reaction is illustrated by the starburst-like graphics around the boron particles
that are believed to have migrated from the boron plates 205 and 206.
[00106]

Figure 4A depicts an embodiment of a control apparatus and

discharge circuit that is part of a controlled fusion device, such as that
depicted in Figure 2. A system control block 401 allows an operator to
manage and control one or more elements operatively interconnected with
the controlled fusion device. The system control block 401 may include a
computer. Alternatively, it may include manual switches or any other types of
control interfaces known in the art. Communication pathways, e.g., control
and data signal transmission and receipt and the like are as shown by dashed
lines in the figure. The control apparatus includes a continuous wave (CW)
discharge circuit 407 and a pulsed discharge circuit 406. The CW discharge
circuit 407 is made up of a DC power supply 402 configured to deliver a
voltage of between 1.4 and 2.0 kV, although other voltages are also possible.
(data and control communication pathway is shown by dashed line 402a.)
The DC power supply 402 has a bank of fuses 421 and a Variac 408
associated with it. The DC power supply 402 is operatively connected to
electrodes in the controlled fusion device through an impedance of
approximately 5 Ohms in order to apply continuous voltage across the plasma
load 403. As discussed above with reference to Figure 2, the CW voltage
may pre-ionize the plasma and initiate rotation of the plasma. In operation,
the CW discharge circuit 407 provides a current of approximately 10 to 50
Amps through the plasma. The CW discharge circuit 407 also has a high
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voltage probes 413a, 413b connected to, e.g., in data communication with, an
oscilloscope, a 0.1 Ohm 1% resistance device 412, a 5 Ohm resistance
device 411, a 30 Amp Fuse 410, and a 36A 3kV isolation diode 409. A
crowbar diode 420 bridges the CW discharge circuit 407 and the pulsed
discharge circuit 406.
[00107]

The pulsed discharge circuit 406 is made up of a capacitor

bank 404 which is charged to between 1.5 and 4 kV. In some embodiments,
the capacitor bank 404 has a capacitance of 3.6 mF, although other
capacitance values may be used. When the system control block closes the
gate drive switch 405 (e.g., via control and data pathway 405a), the capacitor
bank 404 is discharged through the plasma, creating a current (shown by
arrow 421) of between 3 kA and 50 kA for approximately 10 to 15
milliseconds. This current pulse 421 induces rapid rotation of the plasma, up
to about 100,000 RPS, which induces fusion. Other variations of a control
apparatus and discharge circuit are also possible and would also fall within
the scope and spirit of the present invention. The pulsed discharge circuit
406 also has a voltage source 418, from 1.5kV to 4 kV, a 100 Ohm resistance
device 417, a 16 micron hertz device 416, a 0.3 Ohm resistance device 415,
and a current monitor 414 having a 1OAs saturation (in control and data
communication via pathway 414a). The system also has a control and data
communications pathway 420 that is associated with the gas (puff) inlet valve
(not shown), and a fast video camera 419 having data and communications
pathway 419a.
[00108]

As the voltage is applied and the degree of ionization

increases, the current flows more readily, thus resulting in a perceived drop in
the required voltage. Thus, as a result, sequencing or use of various sources
of voltage may be employed, a low voltage CW source may be used to create
initial start-up rotation, a high voltage may be used to form the requisite
degree of ionization and high speed rotation (e.g., about at least 100,000
RPS), and then a lower voltage may be used for maintaining the degree of
ionization and speed of rotation to conduct fusion reactions over an extended
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period of time. To enhance the overall efficiency of the system, it is preferred
that for each type of voltage needed, the most efficient source of voltage be
used. Thus, sequencing the power inputs such that as the conductivity
increases inside the fusion region, the voltage input is reduced to track such
increases. This in turn lowers the required power input, thereby increasing
the overall gain of this fusion device.
[00109]

Turning to Figure 3, there is shown a perspective cross

sectional view of an embodiment of a controlled fusion device 300. The
controlled fusion device 300 has a superconducting magnet 307. Within the
magnet 307, and thus within the magnetic field created by the magnet, are a
controlled pressure chamber 306, an outer electrode 304, and an inner
electrode 302. The inner electrode has insulation 303. Located on the inner
surface 312 of the outer electrode 304 is a member 305a, having the second
working material, and a second member 305b, having a second working
material. A working gas inlet line 301 is located within the inner electrode 304
and within the magnet 307.
[00110]

The outer electrode 304 is in the shape of a tube having an

inner diameter of 16 centimeters (cm), and is made from copper. The wall
313 of the outer electrode 304 is about 2 cm in thickness. The inner
electrode 302 is made from copper, and has an expanded, and uninsulated
outer surface 311. The distance between the outer surface 311 of the inner
electrode 302 and the inner surface 312 of the outer electrode 304 is shown
by double arrow 310, and is about 3.5 cm. The members 305a, 305b are
located axially across from the inner electrode's 302 outer surface 311.
[00111]

A fusion chamber 308 is at least partially positioned within

the magnetic field of the magnet 307. A fusion surface 309 is associated with
the controlled pressure chamber 306.
[00112]

The inner and the outer electrodes are electrically

associated with a power source and circuit, for example of the type shown in
Figure 4B (which is described in further detail below in the specification), and
thus there is provided a voltage across the two electrodes 304, 302.
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Preferably, in this embodiment the first working material, is a working gas,
and in particular hydrogen, and the second working material is boron nitride
or lanthanum hexaboride.
[00113]

In the region between the outer surface 311 of the electrode

302 and the inner surface 312, the electric current is flowed through the first
working material to create preferably a weakly ionized plasma. In operation,
the fusion reaction takes place in the fusion cavity 308, and preferably
adjacent the fusion surface 309.
[00114]

It should be understood that this embodiment may be

configured such that the components and their respective positions may be
modified or changed. For example, multiple inner electrodes may be used,
different configurations for the outer electrode may be used, more or fewer
second working material members may be used, and a continuous ring may
be used. The location and position of the working gas inlet line, the fusion
chamber, the fusion surface and other components, as well, may be varied.
[00115]

Figure 4B depicts another embodiment of a system control

and discharge circuit which may be used in conjunction with the system
described with reference to Figure 3. The system control and discharge
circuit includes a CW discharge circuit 457 and a pulsed discharge circuit
456. The CW discharge circuit 457 includes a DC power supply 452
configured to supply 1.44 kV through an impedance of between 6 and 18
Ohms across the plasma 453. However, other voltage levels and impedance
values may be used. The DC power supply 452 is configured to supply on
the order of 10 Amps across the plasma in order to pre-ionize the plasma and
initiate rotation. The DC power supply 452 has a bank of fuses 471 and a
transformer 458. The CW discharge circuit 457 also has a high voltage
probes 463 in communication (via pathway 463a) with an oscilloscope (not
shown), a 6-18 Ohm resistance device 461, a 30 Amp fuse 460, an isolation
diode 459 (e.g., at 36A, 3 kV).
[00116]

The pulsed discharge circuit 456 includes a capacitor bank

454 with a capacitance of 5.6 mF, although other capacitance values are also
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possible. The capacitor bank is charged to approximately 3 kV, from power
voltage source 468 (3 kV, 5A). When the system control block 451 closes the
pulse control switch 455, a current pulse of 3 to 30 kA (arrow 480) is applied
to the plasma, inducing rapid rotation, which gives rise to fusion events. The
pulsed discharge circuit 456 also has a 100 Ohm resistance device 467, a
relay 474, and a 10As saturation current monitor 485, and pathway 485a.
[00117]

The control system and discharge circuit of the embodiment

of FIG. 4B, has a controller 451 (which can be one or more controllers, PLCs,
computers, processor-memory combinations, and variations and
combinations of these). The controller 451 is in communication via a
communication and data network having various communication pathways,
illustrated as dashed lines. Thus, pathway 469a places a fast video camera
469 in communication with the controller 451, pathway 452a is associated
with the DC power supply, pathway 470 is associated with the gas puff valve,
pathway 472 is associated with a thermocouple, pathway 473 is associated
with other monitoring equipment, e.g., additional oscilloscopes, pathway 491a
is associated with an optical fiber monochromator 491, pathway 468a is
associated with the voltage supply 468, and pathway 455a is associated with
the pulse control 455.
[00118]

Generally, the term "about" is meant to encompass a

variance or range of ±10%, the experimental or instrument error associated
with obtaining the stated value, and preferably the larger of these.
[00119]

Embodiments of the present inventions may utilize quantum,

electrostatic, mechanical, or other effects including, among other things, large
E-fields, high electron densities, ponderomotive forces, modification or
change of the Coulomb barrier, modification or change of the reaction cross
section, space charge or electron shielding effects, the use of neutrals, ion
neutral coupling, nuclear magnetic moment interaction, spin polarization,
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, high particle density materials,
compression forces associated with centrifugal forces or ponderomotive
forces, phase transitions of hydrogen, positive feedback mechanisms, and
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modification and variations of these and other effects. All references in this
specification to modifying, changing, lowering, reducing or eliminating the
barrier include means by which the Coulomb barrier is offset by, or its effect is
reduced by, the presence of one or more other features (e.g., high electron
densities) even though the Coulomb barrier itself (independent of such
features) remains unchanged.
[00120]

It is noted that there is no requirement to provide or address

the theory underlying the novel and groundbreaking fusion methods, devices
and systems that are the subject of the present inventions. Nevertheless,
these theories are provided to further advance the art in this important area.
The theories put forth in this specification, unless expressly stated otherwise,
in no way limit, restrict or narrow the scope of protection to be afforded the
claimed inventions. These theories many not be required or practiced to
utilize the present inventions. It is further understood that the present
inventions may lead to new, and heretofore unknown theories to explain the
fusion methods, devices and system of the present inventions, and such later
developed theories shall not serve to diminish or limit the scope of protection
afforded the claimed inventions.

Modification or change of the Coulomb barrier
[00121]

In order to fuse, two nuclei must come into contact; however,

nuclei are very small (on the order of 10-15 m), and because they are
positively charged, they are electrostatically repulsed by one another.
Turning to Figure 5A to 5C there are shown are shown examples of an
explanation of the affects of an embodiment of the present inventions,
through the illustrative use of a potential energy curve of a two particle
system. The potential energy curve of a two particle system 501 in which a
first nucleus 502 is approaching a second nucleus is illustrated in Figure 5A.
On the horizontal axis 506, x is the distance between the two nuclei. Energy
of the system is shown on the y-axis 505. The system potential 501 is near
zero when the first nucleus is located far away from the second nucleus, and
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increases as the first nucleus approaches the second nucleus. The system
potential 501 is the sum of the repulsive (positive) Coulomb potential and the
attractive (negative) strong nuclear force potential. Once the two nuclei are
very close, at distance x, apart (where x, is approximately equal to the sum
of the radii of the two fusing nuclei), the system potential 501 becomes
negative due to the effect of the strong nuclear force. Thus, the term
"Coulomb barrier" is used to describe the difficulty of bringing the two nuclei
into contact, either by getting through or getting above the potential curve
shown in Figure 5A.
[00122]

Figure 5A labels the kinetic energy of the two-nucleus

system, "E," as expressed by:

12
where v= Vi

-

v 2 , vi and v 2 are the velocities of the two nuclei, and mr is

the reduced mass of the system, given by:
m1 m 2
m 1 + m
2
where mi and m 2 are the masses of the two nuclei. Classical mechanics
holds that, when the nuclei are approaching one another, E must be greater
than the height of the Coulomb barrier for the nuclei to come into contact.
However, quantum mechanics allows for "tunneling" through a potential
barrier,

xT,

thus making fusion reactions possible when E is below this

threshold. However, the magnitude of the barrier still presents an impediment
to tunneling, xT such that reactions with larger Coulomb barriers (e.g., higher,
wider, or both) are generally less likely to occur than those with smaller
barriers. Thus, under classical mechanics energies in area 503 should not
overcome the Coulomb barrier.
[00123]

Embodiments of the present invention may lower or reduce

the Coulomb barrier by creating, modifying, or utilizing effects that have
negative (attractive) potentials. Such a negative potential is illustrated in
Figure 5B. In this figure, a negative potential 507 is shown, and the additive
effect of the negative potential 507 and the initial system potential 501 creates
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a new, resultant system potential 504. This new resultant systems potential
507 has a distance x1 where the potential starts out as negative, has a
substantially lower Coulomb barrier, and the distance

XT

for tunneling reduced

and closer to the distance where attraction takes over xn.
[00124]

Thus, for example, embodiments of the present invention

may lower or reduce the Coulomb barrier through the use of effects such as:
centrifugal effects; space charge or electron shielding effects; the use of
neutrals; ion-neutral coupling; or nuclear magnetic moment interaction, spin
polarization, or dipole-dipole interaction effects; and combinations and
variations of these and other effects. Figure 5C illustrates the resultant
system potential 504 that arises from combining the initial system potential
503 with a centrifugal potential 508, an electron shielding potential 509, and a
nuclear magnetic moment interaction potential 510. Each of these alone and
in combination reduces the Coulomb barrier, (making it lower, less thick, and
both) which makes it easier for the nuclei to tunnel through or overcome the
potential barrier, thus increasing the probability that the fusion reaction will
take place.

Centrifugal potential
[00125]

When a material rotates within a confined space, the

confining walls provide a counterforce (centripetal force) to the force created
by the rotating materials (centrifugal force). These countering forces
compress the rotating materials against other materials in the area adjacent
the confining walls. This compression gives rise to a negative centrifugal
potential. A centrifugal potential effectively creates an attractive force
towards the confining wall, and this force gets stronger as materials approach
the confining wall. Embodiments of the present invention may generate a
strong centrifugal potential by inducing rapid rotation of particles within a
confined space, causing particles to accelerate toward the outer wall of the
confinement structure. In one embodiment of the present inventions, rotation
of the plasma produces a centrifugal acceleration of 109 g, although this value
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can be made higher or lower by changing system parameters (for example,
by changing the radius of curvature of the device, or by changing the
azimuthal velocity of reactants). This centrifugal acceleration is analogous to
gravity, but the effective force is directed radially outward, as opposed to
radially inward in the case of gravity. Thus, at the localized fusion reaction
site, i.e., between one nucleus and another, forces equivalent to pressures in
the hundreds of millions, and even billions of psi may be present. One
advantage of the use of centrifugal acceleration is that the material is
compressed adjacent to a surface, rather than compressed toward a point. It
is believed this provides a larger region where reactants are in close contact
and fusion can take place, increasing the probability and rate of fusion. Thus,
there is further provided readily and easily accessible means to extract the
energy created from the fusion reaction for use. The effect of the centrifugal
potential 506 is illustrated in Figure 5C.

Electron shielding
[00126]

An advantage of using weakly ionized plasma is that the

reactants largely comprise neutral atoms. The electrons interposed between
the nuclei shield the repulsive Coulomb force between the positively charged
nuclei. This phenomenon affects the Coulomb repulsion and may reduce the
Coulomb barrier. In addition, using reactants that are highly efficient electron
emitters introduces a cloud of electrons, a negative space charge, between
the positively charged reactants, which further enhances this shielding effect.
In an embodiment of the present invention, the second working material is
selected to comprise lanthanum hexaboride, which has one of the highest
electron emissivities of any known compound. It is believed that electrons
emitted by the lanthanum hexaboride working material remain in the vicinity of
the boron, and provide an electron shielding effect which reduces the
Coulomb barrier and enhances the fusion reaction rate. In another
embodiment the second working material comprises boron nitride, which is
also an efficient electron emitter, and has a similar effect. The effect of the
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electron shielding potential 507 is illustrated in Figure 5C. In a further
embodiment, there is present in the system a material with a geometry or
surface profile that creates non-uniform electric fields. Thus, by way of
example, a lanthanum hexaboride surface with a dendritic profile may be
desirable to generate localized electron shielding for fusion.

Nuclear magnetic moment interactions
[00127]

Many nuclei have an intrinsic "spin," a form of angular

momentum, which is associated with their own small magnetic field. The
magnetic field lines form as though one end of the nucleus were a magnetic
north pole, and the other end were a magnetic south pole, leading the
nucleus to be referred to as a "magnetic dipole," and the strength and
orientation of the dipole described by the "nuclear magnetic moment."
[00128]

Nuclear magnetic moments play a role in quantum tunneling.

Specifically, when the magnetic moments of two nuclei are parallel, an
attractive force between the two nuclei is created. As a result, the total
potential barrier between two nuclei with parallel magnetic moments is
lowered, and a tunneling event is more likely to occur. The reverse is true
when two nuclei have antiparallel magnetic moments, the potential barrier is
increased, and tunneling is less likely to occur.
[00129]

When the magnetic moment of a particular type of nucleus is

positive, the nucleus tends to align its magnetic moment in the direction of an
applied magnetic field. Conversely, when the moment is negative, the nucleus
tends to align antiparallel to an applied field. Most nuclei, including most
nuclei which are of interest as potential fusion reactants, have positive
magnetic moments (p, D, T,
3

6 Li,

Li, and "B all have positive moments;

He, and 15N have negative moments). In an embodiment of a controlled

fusion device a magnetic field may be provided that aligns the magnetic
moments in approximately the same direction at every point within the device
where a magnetic field is present. This results in a reduction of the total
potential energy barrier between nuclei when the first and second working
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materials have nuclear magnetic moments which are either both positive or
both negative. It is believed that this leads to an increased rate of tunneling
and a greater occurrence of fusion reactions. The effect of the nuclear
magnetic moment interaction potential 508 is illustrated in Figure 5C. This
effect may also be referred to as spin polarization or magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction. In addition, the gyration of a nucleus about a magnetic field line
also contributes to determining the total angular momentum of the nucleus.
So when the cyclotron motion of the nucleus produces additional angular
momentum in the same direction as the polarization of the nuclear magnetic
moment, the Coulomb barrier is further reduced.

Modification or change of the reaction cross section
[00130]

The probability of a fusion reaction between a pair of nuclei

is expressed by the reaction cross section, "o."The cross section is typically
measured in experiments as a function of E by bombarding a stationary target
of nuclei with a beam of nuclei. The cross section is normally defined such
that:
B

where B is the number of reactions per unit time per target nucleus, and I is
the number of incident particles per unit time per unit target area. When cross
section is defined and measured in this way, each fusion reaction will have a
certain, specific cross section at a particular E for a given system.
[00131]

The fusion reaction rate per unit volume in a particular

reactor is normally described by:
R=nin2 (v
1 + ( 12

Here

(12

= 1 if the first nucleus and the second nucleus are the same type of

nuclei (e.g., deuterium is being fused with deuterium) and

(12

= 0 otherwise,

and (av) is the "averaged reactivity" of the system, defined as:
(v)=

f0a(v)vf(v) dv
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where f(v) is the distribution function of the relative velocities, normalized in
such away that j

ff(v) dv = 1. When the second nucleus is at rest, (v)=

av; however, the preceding definition accounts for situations in which the
second nucleus moves, and each pair of interacting nuclei may have a
different relative velocity v.
[00132]

The rate of fusion energy release is then given by:
dW
dt

RE

where W is the total fusion energy per unit volume released and E is the
energy released by a single reaction (E = 8.68 MeV in the case of p-"B
fusion).
[00133]

The probability of the two nuclei coming into contact through

a quantum tunneling event is described by the tunneling barrier transparency,
"T," such that a higher value of T corresponds to greater likelihood of
tunneling. Since tunneling is the primary mechanism by which fusion occurs,
cross section is proportional to T (a oc T). T is approximated by:
T-e
T ~t
where e is Euler's number, and

TL

is the modified energy of the Coulomb

EG

barrier. When the two nuclei are a distance x ;>

XT

apart,

EG

is described by:

XT
EG oc

fXq

1

p(x) dx

xn

Here, qi is the charge of the first nucleus, cp(x) is the potential expressed as
a function of x, and
[00134]

XT

is the classical turning point at which cp(XT) =

E.

As a result of these relationships, a higher value of cp (e.g.,

larger Coulomb barrier) will tend to translate into higher

EG,

which in turn will

tend to lead to lower T, lower a, lower R, and, when E > 0, lower

for any

specific system. Thus, systems in which cp is high will tend to experience
fewer fusion events and lower fusion energy release rates, and systems in
which cp is low will tend to experience more fusion events and higher fusion
energy release rates. As discussed above, reducing the Coulomb barrier is
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equivalent to reducing cp, and embodiments of the present invention may
employ these techniques to generally increase the cross section, o-; this also
increases the fusion reaction rate.

High particle density
[00135]

An embodiment of the present invention makes use of the

electromagnetic force, requiring the presence of charged particles. However,
instead of creating a strongly ionized plasma, we create a weakly ionized
plasma, and then rely upon the ions to drive neutrals through the principle of
ion-neutral coupling. This approach does not give rise to plasma instabilities,
and so particle density (ni and n 2 ) can be many orders of magnitude higher
than with a strongly ionized plasma. In an embodiment of the present
invention, particle density is at least 101 7/cm3 throughout the entire volume of
the device. Further, the compression induced by the centrifugal potential
leads to an increased density of particles in the region in which fusion events
are expected to be concentrated, leading to densities of about 101 8 /cm3 in the
region of the device where fusion reactions are concentrated.
[00136]

In addition, an embodiment of the present invention uses

boron compounds in a solid form, which have a particle density on the order
of 1023/cm3 . Thus, in the region where fusion reactions are thought to be
concentrated, the present invention achieves particle densities in a physical
container many orders of magnitude greater than other methods known in the
art (for example, it is believed that tokamak reactors have not achieved
sustained particle densities greater than about 1014/cm 3 ).
[00137]

An advantage of the present inventions is that they

effectively suppress radiation losses due to electron bremsstrahlung.
Conventional fusion reactors such as tokamaks employ hot, highly ionized
plasma. Electron-ion interactions, resulting in bremsstrahlung and cyclotron
radiation, are a significant source of energy loss and is one of the reasons
such systems have not been able to satisfy the Lawson criterion. However,
the high-density, lightly ionized, and colder plasma employed in embodiments
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of the present inventions suppresses electron mobility and greatly reduces
radiative losses.
Phase Transition of Hydrogen Under High Pressures
[00138]

Hydrogen atoms under high pressure compression can

become liquid or solid metals, depending on the compressional forces and
their states of rotation. In either the liquid or solid states, the density is many
orders of magnitude higher than that in the gaseous state. The total reaction
rate will be correspondingly higher according to the product of the particle
densities of the two reactants.
[00139]

In addition, metallic hydrogen becomes highly conductive or

even a superconductor with zero resistance. This increases the overall
conductivity of the entire system, lowering the resistive loss and the input
energy required. Thus, the overall efficiency of such a system is greater,
making it easier to attain a large Q factor and the corresponding energy gain.
[00140]

Thus, it is presently theorized that as higher rotational

speeds of the neutrals, such as, for example, hydrogen neutrals, are attained,
these neutrals will become, or behave, in a manner like a liquid, solid, or
superconductor. This form of the working material takes part in the fusion
reaction, and is presently believed to be primarily located at the outer reaches
of the fusion reaction chamber or zone nearer to the wall. The presence of
this form of working material may greatly enhance the overall efficiency of the
system.

Positive Feedback
[00141]

The present invention may generate particles during

operation. In some cases these particles may provide benefit to the device's
function. In embodiments utilizing ionized particles, the creation of ionizing
radiation may further enhance additional fusion by increasing, modifying,
maintaining, or improving the ionization or rotational movement of a working
material or plasma. Thus, by way of example, an apparatus using a weakly
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ionized plasma and a rotation mechanism wherein the first working material is
hydrogen, and the second working material is boron, may generate alpha
particles. These particles may ionize additional hydrogen, and may impart to
them rotational energy. Thus, this synergistic effect of fusion products
creating additional ions may have the effect of increasing rotational energy
without the need for additional energy from an external source. Further, to
prevent this feature from leading to a runaway reaction, the system
temperature and the feed of hydrogen are constantly monitored, and the feed
of hydrogen can be adjusted accordingly to modify the number of neutrals
present, and thus control the rate of reaction.
[00142]

Diagnostics that monitor oscillations in current and voltages,

which may be in-situ, and may be of micro or nano scales, may be placed
inside the controlled fusion device, may communicate wirelessly to the data
control center through Wi-Fi channels. This arrangement allows for the direct
monitoring and management of conditions within the fusion reaction zone.
This will result in an efficient design of the fusion system. Further diagnostics
and monitoring systems and techniques, such as temperature, spectroscopy,
laser diagnostics, temperature monitoring, particle detectors, video, and
others known to the art may be utilized to establish a control and monitoring
system for a fusion reactor and power generation system.
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EXAMPLES
[00143]

The following examples are provided to illustrate various

embodiments of controlled fusion methods, devices and systems of the
present inventions. These examples are for illustrative purposes, and should
not be viewed as, and do not otherwise limit, the scope of the present
inventions.

Example 1
[00144]

A controlled fusion device of the general type shown in the

embodiment of Figure 3, was operated to provide a controlled fusion reaction
that produced high-energy alpha particles and helium. The first working
material in the device is hydrogen. The second working material in the device
is boron that is introduced into the device through boron nitride targets, e.g.,
plates, on the inner walls of the outer electrode, and a lanthanum hexaboride
target, e.g., disc, that is inserted into the reaction chamber by way of a rod.
The magnet provides a magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla to the internal components
of the controlled fusion device. The controlled pressure chamber is purged.
After purging, the controlled pressure chamber and fusion cavity are filled with
hydrogen gas to about 3 torr and at ambient temperature. A voltage of about
1.4 kV is applied through a current-limiting resistor to the inner electrode,
creating a plasma current of about 25 A, which imparts, due to the Lorentz
force created by the magnetic field and current, an initial or preliminary
rotation believed to be about 800 to 2,000 RPS. The electrodes and
apparatus are designed such that the electric field produced is substantially in
a desired part of the apparatus, and minimizes arcing to the undesirable
surfaces. After the initial rotation is established, a pulse of about 400 V to 1
kV between the outer and inner electrodes creates a plasma current of up to
about 43 kA, which creates a weakly ionized plasma having a ratio of ions to
neutrals believed to be about 1:100,000; and which imparts a rotation to the
weakly ionized plasma (ions and neutrals) of at least about 100,000 RPS.
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The rotation of the weakly ionized plasma is maintained for about 10
milliseconds.
[00145]

During this rotation of the weakly ionized plasma, alpha

particles are created by a fusion reaction between a proton and a boron-i 1
nucleus. Additionally, during this reaction helium appeared when none was
present before commencing the rotation. It is believed that the average
kinetic energy of these protons is approximately 500 eV (electron-volts). The
cumulative energy imparted to the three alpha particles produced by each
fusion reaction is thought to be approximately 8.68 MeV.
[00146]

The presence of helium in the fusion chamber was shown in

part by a still image captured by a high-speed video camera of the interior of
the chamber of the embodiment of the device. A boron target was placed in
the chamber and a supply of hydrogen gas was introduced into the chamber.
The still image was obtained by applying an optical filter centered at 587.5
nanometers, which is a wavelength in the strong emission spectrum of helium
when excited by high energy particles. The captured image is provided in
Figure 6. This image was captured at t = 10.74 ms after initiating a high
voltage pulse in the discharge rod, e.g., inner electrode, in the chamber,
thereby stimulating hydrogen-boron interaction in the chamber.
[00147]

The presence of helium in the chamber as shown by Figure

6 demonstrates that a plasma of ions and neutrals is created by the hydrogen
gas, which is caused to rotate within the cylindrical chamber by the electric
and magnetic fields at acceleration levels sufficient to cause fusion between
particles in the plasma and the Boron target in the chamber, in accordance
with the equation H + "B -> 3 4 He++ + 8.7 MeV. Thus, Figure 6 shows
helium neutrals created as a result of hydrogen-boron interactions.
[00148]

The creation of high-energy alpha particles was also shown

by the presence of micro-etching on the inner surfaces of the device
components, which for example is shown in the photograph of Figure 7.
Further, the creation of high-energy alpha particles was evidenced by the
observed impacts on and ultimate destruction of a foil detector 801 located
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near to the fusion chamber 802. The foil detector 801 is made up of two
sheets of aluminum foil, the first having a thickness of 1.2 pm, and the second
having a thickness of 0.8 pm. The energy required to penetrate or
significantly deform these foils with a single particle is at least about 2 MeV.
Figures 8A to 8F are a series of photographs of the foil detector 801 over an
8.25 millisecond time period showing the detector before any detectable
impact (Figure 8A) through various impacts during the fusion reaction
(Figures 8B through 8D) through destruction (Figure 8E) and being
completely gone from its frame (Figure 8F). The direction of broken pieces of
aluminum foil is downward and toward the rotating hydrogen, consistent with
the rotation of the hydrogen atoms in the central generation region.

Example 1(a)
[00149]

The method and device of Example 1 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 250 MMBtu/hour
of thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 25 MW of electricity.

Example 1(b)
[00150]

Ten devices of the type of Example 1 are operated together

to provide in combination to provide at least about 2,500 MMBtu/hour of
thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 250 MW of electricity. Fewer or more of these devices may be
combined to provide greater thermal energy, to provide backup units should
one go offline, which assembly can be associated with heat conversion
devices known to those in the art.
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Example 1(c)
[00151]

The method and device of Example 1 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 10,000
MMBtu/hour of thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by
apparatus known to those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts,
such as heat exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to
provide at least about 1,000 MW of electricity.

Example 1(d)
[00152]

The method and device of Example 1 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 5 MMBtu/hour of
thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 500 kW of electricity. One or more of the devices of Example 1 may be
combined to provide greater thermal energy, to provide backup units should
one go offline, which assembly can be associated with heat conversion
devices known to those in the art.

Example 1(e)
[00153]

The method and device of Example 1 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 0.1 MMBtu/hour
of thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 10 kW of electricity. One or more of the devices of Example 1 may be
combined to provide greater thermal energy, to provide backup units should
one go offline, which assembly can be associated with heat conversion
devices known to those in the art.
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Example 2
[00154]

The operation of the device along the lines of Example 1

was repeated over 400 times. Each time the evidence of the creation of
helium and high energy alpha particles was observed.

Example 3
[00155]

An embodiment of a controlled fusion device generally of the

type of the embodiment shown in Figure 3, has a rare earth magnet.

Example 3(a)
[00156]

An embodiment of a controlled fusion device is of the

general type of the embodiment shown in Figure 3, has an electromagnet.

Example 4
[00157]

An embodiment of a controlled fusion device is shown in

Figure 9A and 9B, with Figure 9A being an axial cross sectional view and
Figure 9B being a transverse cross sectional view. This embodiment has an
outer electrode 901 and a concentric inner electrode 903, with localized axial
magnetic fields 904 generated within the annular space between the two
electrodes 901, 903. The magnetic fields are generated by current-carrying
coils 902 placed axially adjacent to either side of the region 905 in which
rotation is to be incited, and operated such that the magnetic field generated
by each pair of coils 902 is oriented in the same axial direction (e.g., arrow B).
Thus, in this embodiment, the magnetic fields generated by the coil pairs
extends parallel to the central axis in the region of interest between the two
electrodes, inducing rotation of the plasma. This embodiment may have
advantages for large-scale applications, such as large-scale electrical power
generation units.
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Example 4(a)
[00158]

The method and device of Example 4 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 250 MMBtu/hour
of thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 25 MW of electricity.

Example 4(b)
[00159]

Ten devices of the type of Example 4 are operated together

to provide in combination to provide at least about 2,500 MMBtu/hour of
thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 250 MW of electricity. Fewer or more of these devices may be
combined to provide greater thermal energy, to provide backup units should
one go offline, which assembly can be associated with heat conversion
devices known to those in the art.

Example 4(c)
[00160]

The method and device of Example 4 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 10,000
MMBtu/hour of thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by
apparatus known to those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts,
such as heat exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to
provide at least about 1,000 MW of electricity.

Example 4(d)
[00161]

The method and device of Example 4 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 5 MMBtu/hour of
thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
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those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 500 kW of electricity. One or more of the devices of Example 4 may be
combined to provide greater thermal energy, to provide backup units should
one go offline, which assembly can be associated with heat conversion
devices known to those in the art.

Example 4(e)
[00162]

The method and device of Example 4 is operated at a

sufficient magnetic field and voltage to provide at least about 0.1 MMBtu/hour
of thermal energy. This thermal energy is converted by apparatus known to
those of skill in the power and electrical generation arts, such as heat
exchangers, steam turbines, and electrical generators, to provide at least
about 10 kW of electricity. One or more of the devices of Example 4 may be
combined to provide greater thermal energy, to provide backup units should
one go offline, which assembly can be associated with heat conversion
devices known to those in the art.

Example 5
[00163]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, as shown in

Figure 10, material is accelerated azimuthally by means of using electrodes
e.g., 1001 to generate localized electric fields, e.g., 1002 within the annular
space 1003 in which the material is rotating. The electric fields are oscillated
to accelerate the material in the intended direction (much as a Maglev train is
propelled by oscillating magnetic fields in the track). Inner electrodes (inner
surface of annular space 1003) are mounted on support 1005 and outer
electrodes (outer surface of annular space 1003) are on support 1004. Some
ions are present in the rotating material, because neutral atoms will not
experience direct force as a result of electric fields, but a relatively small
number of ions are sufficient to drive neutrals through the principle of ion
neutral coupling. This system does not require an axial static magnetic field.
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Example 6
[00164]

A controlled fusion device of the general type shown in the

embodiment of Figure 3, is operated to provide a controlled fusion reaction
that produced high-energy alpha particles and helium. The first working
material in the device is hydrogen. The second working material in the device
is lithium. The magnet provides a magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla to the internal
components of the controlled fusion device. The controlled pressure chamber
is purged. After purging, the controlled pressure chamber and fusion cavity
are filled with hydrogen gas to about 3 torr and at ambient temperature. A
voltage of about 1.4 kV is applied through a current-limiting resistor to the
inner electrode, creating a plasma current of about 25 A, which imparts, due
to the Lorentz force created by the magnetic field and current, an initial or
preliminary rotation believed to be about 800 to 2,000 RPS. After the initial
rotation is established, a pulse of about 400 V to 1 kV between the outer and
inner electrodes creates a plasma current of up to about 43 kA, which creates
a weakly ionized plasma having a ratio of ions to neutrals believed to be
about 1:100,000; and which imparts a rotation to the weakly ionized plasma
(ions and neutrals) of at least about 100,000 RPS. The rotation of the weakly
ionized plasma is maintained for about 10 milliseconds, wherein fusion
reactions take place.

Example 7
[00165]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the second

working material consists of multiple materials in solid form, as shown in
Figure 11. One material, elemental boron 1101, is arranged in a composite
structure with a second material, barium oxide 1102. Elemental boron is
selected to provide a source of boron necessary for the reaction of hydrogen
1 and boron-1 1 (the first working material is hydrogen). It is desirable for the
second working material to be an efficient electron emitter in order to create a
strong electron shielding effect, which lowers the Coulomb barrier and
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increases the rate of fusion. Elemental boron is a less efficient electron
emitter; barium oxide is an efficient electron emitter. In this manner, the
composite has a synergistic effect of combining the benefits or greater
benefits of each material. By constructing the second working material to
include both a fusion reactant and an efficient electron emitter, a strong
electron shielding effect is created. Further, in addition to a layered structure
as shown in Figure 11, it is contemplated that other arrangements of differing
materials to obtain this synergistic benefit may be used, including for example
microstructures, nanoparticles, matrices, and mixtures.

Example 8
[00166]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, an ion

cyclotron resonance device which utilizes the ponderomotive force to amplify
the nuclear magnetic moment potential is associated with the controlled
fusion device. The ion cyclotron resonance device includes a microwave
source producing electromagnetic radiation at a frequency of 2.45 gigahertz
(GHz). The magnetic field present in the controlled fusion device is tuned
such that, at the point where the microwave source is introduced, the
cyclotron frequency of an electron matches the frequency of the microwave
source. This excites the electrons in the controlled fusion device, increasing
their radius of gyration about the magnetic field lines.
[00167]

A second frequency is layered on top of the 2.45 GHz

microwave signal to create amplitude modulation, phase modulation, or both.
This causes the excited electrons to become more and less excited at the
second frequency. The second frequency is selected such that it matches the
ion cyclotron frequency of hydrogen-1 ions present in the first working
material in the region of the controlled fusion device where rotation is being
induced. Cyclotron frequency is given by:
qB

2rcm

fc-
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where q is absolute value of the charge of the particle or ion, B is magnetic
field strength, and m is the mass of the particle or ion. Since q is equal for an
electron and a hydrogen-1 ion but m is several orders of magnitude greater
for a hydrogen-1 ion, at a given value of B hydrogen-1 has a cyclotron
frequency that is several orders of magnitude less than an electron's
cyclotron frequency. In the embodiment, the cyclotron frequency of the
hydrogen-1 ions in the region of the controlled fusion device where rotation is
being induced is believed to be approximately 7.6 megahertz (MHz). The
electrons are used to transfer this second frequency to the hydrogen-1,
causing them to become excited, and increasing their radius of gyration about
the magnetic field lines. As a result, the total angular momentum of the
hydrogen-1 is increased. The direction of gyration of hydrogen-1 ions and
atoms tends to be aligned, and so the nuclear magnetic moment potential is
amplified.

Example 9
[00168]

In Figure 12, there is shown a perspective cross-sectional

view of an embodiment of a controlled fusion device 1200. The embodiment
is similar to the embodiment depicted in Figure 2, with the notable exception
that the inner electrode 1202, outer electrode 1203, controlled pressure
chamber 1205, and magnet 1206 are in the shape of tori, as opposed to
cylinders. These tori can be open or closed. A working gas inlet line 1201 is
inserted through the magnet 1206 and controlled pressure chamber 1205,
and into the annular space between the inner electrode 1202 and the outer
electrode 1203. A fusion chamber 1207 is positioned within the magnetic
field of the magnet 1206. A fusion surface 1208 is associated with the
controlled pressure chamber 1205.

Example 10
[00169]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is used for formation of material. The formation is
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accomplished by transmutation, whereby hydrogen-1 and lithium-6 undergo a
fusion reaction to create helium-3 and helium-4. Helium-3 is a highly valuable
isotope used for neutron detection, medical imaging, and cryogenics. In the
embodiment, hydrogen is the first working material, and lithium fluoride,
whereby the lithium is enriched in lithium-6, i.e., contains a higher proportion
of lithium-6 than natural abundance, is the second working material. The
controlled fusion device is operated, and gas is subsequently removed from
the controlled pressure chamber. The gas contains helium-3, and can be
subsequently separated to obtain high-purity helium-3 suitable for use.

Example 11
[00170]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is similar to the embodiment depicted in Figure 2. A
difference is that a modification is made to enhance the emission of electrons
by the boron plates, which is explained below, thus strengthening the electron
shielding effect. A magnified view of a portion of the outer electrode 1301
and a boron plate 1302 is shown in Figure 13. In the embodiment, a heating
coil 1303 is added to the section of the outer electrode 1301 directly opposite
the boron plate 1302. The boron plate 1302 is composed of lanthanum
hexaboride, which is an excellent emitter of electrons when heated.
[00171]

The heating coil 1303 is activated immediately prior to and

during incitement of rotation in the controlled fusion device, causing heat to
be transferred through the outer electrode 1301 to the boron plate 1302. The
heating of the boron plate 1302 induces the emission of electrons, and
causes the resulting electron cloud to be denser than it otherwise would
without the use of the heating coil 1303. This in turn increases the electron
shielding effect, which reduces the Coulomb barrier and increases the rate of
fusion.
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Example 12
[00172]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is similar to the embodiment depicted in Figure 2. A
difference is that a modification is made to enhance the electron shielding
effect, which is explained below. A microscopic view of the inner surface 208
of the outer electrode 1401 is shown in Figure 14. Carbon nanotubes 1402,
which are efficient electron emitters, are adhered to the outer electrode 1401.
[00173]

During operation of the device, the presence of thermal

energy, electromagnetic radiation, high energy particles, or electric fields
induce emission of electrons by the carbon nanotubes 1402. Because the
inner surface 208 of the outer electrode 1401 is the fusion surface, the
electron emission is localized to the area where fusion is anticipated to be
concentrated. This is ideal for creating or enhancing the electron shielding
effect, which in turn lowers the Coulomb barrier and increases the rate of
fusion.

Example 13
[00174]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is similar to the embodiment depicted in Figure 3. In
this embodiment the first working material is helium-3 gas (instead of
hydrogen gas in the preferred embodiment of Figure 3), and the second
working material is composed of deuterium oxide, a liquid commonly called
"heavy water." The boron plates 305a and 305b are not necessary, and the
heavy water is located along the inner surface 312 of the outer electrode 304.
[00175]

During operation of the device, rotation causes the heavy

water to form a ring across the entire inner surface 312 of the outer electrode
304. Fusion reactions between the helium-3 in the first working material and
the deuterium in the second working material result in a release of energy,
which can be subsequently captured and used for electricity generation,
heating, or other useful purposes.
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Example 14
[00176]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, a method of

reducing the Coulomb potential, and increasing the cross section of a fusion
reaction includes the introduction, modification, enhancement, or control of a
negative electrical potential; including means of generating and controlling
electrons present in the working volume of a controlled fusion system. A
controlled fusion device utilizing this method and effects is provided in the
schematic diagram of Figure 16. In this device, the controlled fusion device
1600 has a first working material 1602 and a second working material 1604
associated with it. The controlled fusion device 1600 has a chamber 1601
having a wall 1606 and cavity 1605. Associated with the chamber 1601 is an
electron emitting material 1603. Additionally associated with the device is a
source of energy 1607 to induce electron emission from material 1603. The
electron emitting material 1603 may include boron nitride, lanthanum
hexaboride, or other efficient electron emitters. The emitting material 1603
may be a compound, matrix, coating, bulk material, or of other construction.
The source of energy 1607 may include, but is not limited to including,
photons, ions, accelerated particles, electric fields, magnetic fields, heat,
radiation, resistive heating etc. Thus, by way of example, a source of
accelerated particles may be associated with the controlled fusion device
1600 wherein the particles are in part, or wholly, directed towards the electron
emitter 1603. Further, by way of additional example, a source of photons
may be associated with the controlled fusion device 1600 wherein the
photons are in part, or wholly, directed towards the electron emitter 1603.

Example 15
[00177]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, ions may not

be required. Thus, in this embodiment the controlled fusion device is
preferably ion-free, although its benefits may still be obtained with the
presence of some ions. Thus, a controlled fusion device utilizing photon
pressure as the rotation source is shown in Figure 15. The controlled fusion
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device 1500 has a first working material 1503 and a second working material
1502 associated with it. The controlled fusion device 1500 has a rotation
chamber 1501 having a rotation chamber wall 1505 and cavity 1506.
Associated with the rotation chamber 1501 is a source of photons 1504.
[00178]

In this example, photons from source 1504 impinge the first

working material 1503. The interaction of the photons with the material
imparts a force to the working material 1503. This force can be substantively
directed in a predetermined direction. This "photon pressure" can be used to
accelerate the first working material 1503 substantially azimuthally to induce
rotation of the kind desirable for controlled fusion. The photon source 1504
can be a single source, a multitude of sources, or a multiply-directed energy
from a single source. For example, an array of sources can be provided to
induce rotation by placing the sources along the radius of the device 1501
with photons directed tangentially to a predefined working material path.
[00179]

The rotation induced by photon pressure will create an

expansive pressure to the device wall 1505 and between the first working
material 1503 and the second working material 1502, which can also be the
same material. This pressure can induce or assist in the creation of a fusion
event.
[00180]

Additionally, the photons in the system can provide a space

charge emission of working material 1502, or an electron emitter associated
with the fusion device 1500.
[00181]

Further, other embodiments in which rotation is induced for

controlled fusion without reliance or without substantial reliance on the
presence of ions are contemplated.

Example 16
[00182]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the Coulomb

potential may allow for quantum tunneling through the barrier. This tunneling
probability is typically understood to be a function of the relative energy of the
nuclei, where the higher the energy the higher the probability of tunneling.
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However, Coulomb potentials of a certain "shape" may allow for enhanced
tunneling at relatively lower energies by a condition described as resonance.
Figure 17 depicts the resonance condition. 1701 is the incoming nucleus
wavefunction, 1702 is the Coulomb potential of the system, 1703 is the
decaying wavefunction or an evanescent wave of 1701, and 1704 is the
portion of the wavefunction present past the Coulomb barrier.
[00183]

Because the shape of the Coulomb barrier 1702 and the

energy of 1701 changes the shape of 1703, the decaying portion of the
wavefunction, the shape of 1704 is influenced by both the Coulomb barrier
and the energy of the system. At certain energies for a specific Coulomb
barrier and a nuclear potential, the wavefunction may experience a resonant
condition such that its "shape" allows for optimum transmission through the
Coulomb barrier 1702. This condition may occur at less energy than would
otherwise be required to achieve a given probability of tunneling.
[00184]

This resonance condition modifies the cross section of the

reaction as depicted in Figure 18. 1801 is the cross section of the reaction as
a function of energy without the resonance condition. 1802 is a resonant
peak which can be seen to increase the cross section of the reaction at
certain energies in the center-of-mass reference frame. Thus, for example,
the aforementioned methods and devices can be used to control the Coulomb
potential as well as the energy of the reaction system to achieve, control,
modify, or induce a resonant condition of tunneling.

Example 17
[00185]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, a variety of

geometries and orientations may be utilized. By way of example, Figure 19
depicts a micro-reactor 1900 which operates on the principles described
herein. In this embodiment the rotation source is electromagnetic and
operates based on a resonance. This device includes a reaction chamber
1901, a chamber wall 1902, a first working material 1903, a second working
material 1904, and a cavity 1905. The geometry of this cavity and chamber is
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important to this embodiment, and will at present, by way of example, be
described by a characteristic dimension L 1906.
[00186]

Electromagnetic radiation has a wavelength associated with

it. There can be set up a source of electromagnetic radiation 1907 whereby
the wavelength and characteristic dimension 1906 are selected to have a
specific relationship. The result of this selection criteria can be a resonating
wave present in the cavity 1904. Specifically, this wave may rotate
azimuthally such that, when interacting with charged particles present as part
of, or in addition to, a working material, one or more working materials are
accelerated substantially azimuthally.
[00187]

This embodiment allows for reactor dimensions of significant

variation, including, but not limited to, reactors smaller than previously
envisioned in the art on the scale of centimeters of characteristic length.
[00188]

In some embodiments the source of electromagnetic

radiation may be a microwave generator. In some embodiments, there may
be a plurality of sources. In some embodiments multiple resonant
frequencies may be established within a given cavity. Further, there are
envisioned embodiments where the resonant frequency is adjusted during
operation, or tuned, so as to induce optimum fusion conditions.

Example 18
[00189]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is similar to the embodiment depicted in Figure 3.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 20 a laser 2001 is added and connected to an
optical fiber 2002 which is run through insulation 2003 surrounding the inner
electrode 2004. The optical fiber 2002 is terminated at a point 2005 near a
plate 2006a. The end of the fiber 2002 is oriented such that the light coming
out of it is directed toward the plate 2006a. The plate 2006a includes a
photoemissive compound.
[00190]

When the laser 2001 is turned on, the light incident on the

plate 2006a causes it to emit electrons, and causes the resulting electron
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cloud to be denser than it otherwise would without the use of the laser 2001.
This in turn increases the electron shielding effect, which reduces the
Coulomb barrier and increases the rate of fusion.
[00191]

The device has a second plate 2006b with a flue material, a

gas puff inlet 2010 an outer electrode 2007, and a pressure control vessel
2008, and a magnet 2009. A second fiber and beam launch can also be used
to direct the laser beam to the plate 2006b.

Example 19
[00192]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is similar to the embodiment depicted in Figure 3.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 21, the boron plates 305a and 305b are
preferably removed, and are replaced by two wires 2101 and 2102 run axially
through the controlled fusion device into the annular space between the inner
electrode 2103 and the outer electrode 2104, with boron coatings 2105 and
2106 covering the wires 2101 and 2102 in the axial section of the controlled
fusion device where the inner electrode is uninsulated 2107. Since the boron
coatings 2105 and 2106 are located some distance radially inward from the
inner surface 2108 of the outer electrode 2104, fusion reactions will tend to be
concentrated in a region located more radially inward than in the embodiment
depicted in Figure 3. This may be advantageous, because the energy of
particles may be greater in the vicinity of the boron coatings 2105 and 2106
than along the inner surface 2108 of the outer electrode 2104, where the
growth of a boundary layer may dampen particle velocities. Higher particle
energies tend to correspond to higher rates of tunneling, leading to elevated
rates of fusion. The embodiment has a controlled pressure housing 2112,
and a magnet 2113.

Example 20
[00193]

Turning to Figure 22, there is provided a schematic of a

controlled fusion device and energy utilization assembly. This configuration
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2200 has a fusion device 2200 having a DC-AC power supply 2205, an a gas
input line 2204, a power cable 2206, a discharge rod 2202, which has an
insulation covering 2203. The discharge rod 2202 extends into the fusion
device beyond the insulation covering 2203 and into the gas rotation area
2220. Within the gas rotation area 2220 are the Boron targets 2217, 2219,
and a Boron target 2218, mechanically associated with a control arm 2210.
The fusion device has an outer electrode 2201, and a magnet 2216. In this
embodiment the energy utilization assembly 2260 is located inside the fusion
device pressure control structure, and just outside of the outer electrode
2201, and directly adjacent to the gas rotation area 2220. The fusion device
also has a camera 2209, a vacuum pump 2207 and valve 2208. A sample
and analysis assembly is also provided with this embodiment. This assembly
has a valve 2211, an analysis chamber 2212, a pump 2213, a valve 2214 and
an RGA (residual gas analyzer) 2215. The analysis chamber may have a
pressure of 10-5 torr.
[00194]

In this embodiment, the energy utilization assembly can be a

heat exchanger that utilizes a working fluid such as water, high pressure
water, liquid sodium, steam, or other heat exchanging media known to the art.
The heat exchanger may be channels positioned on the inner surface of the
outer electrode, within the walls of the outer electrode, or along the outer
surface of the outer electrode, including for example jackets, coils, counter
current mechanisms. Additionally, the working fluid may be a charged fluid,
or have a charge associated with it, which facilitates the utilization of the
magnetic and electric fields present within the device to provide motive forces
to the working fluid to enhance heat exchanging efficiencies.
[00195]

Further, this embodiment, as well as the embodiments of the

other examples and figures set forth in this specification generally, and
preferably, may have a control circuit which may, in whole or in part, be
operated by a system of controllers and computers, and which may have
remote access as well. Thus, for example, the control system may be a
distributed control network, a control network, or other types of control
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systems known to those of skill in the art for controlling large plants and
facilities, and individual apparatus, as well as combinations and variations of
these. Further, this control system in a more preferred embodiment may be
integrated with, or otherwise associated with, an enterprise data system, such
as, for example, SAP. The control system may control any and all
parameters of the fusion reaction, the heat energy gathering or utilization
processes, and conversion to electrical or other useful forms of energy.
Preferably, the control system maintains a predetermined and preselected
balance between heat generation and heat extraction. Thus, for example, to
maintain this predetermined and preselected balance, the control system may
modulate the electrical pulses, e.g., lengthening or shortening the time period
between each pulse, changing the voltage applied to create the plasma,
changing the magnetic field, for example, with an adjustable magnet in
conjunction with a superconducting magnet, and changing the density of the
reactants.
[00196]

This embodiment may also have similar types of heat

exchanging apparatus associated with the inner electrode. It should further
be understood that these various heat exchanging and capturing systems
may be utilized with other embodiments of the controlled fusion devices, in
addition to those using electrical discharge to create a plasma.

Example 21
[00197]

Turning to Figure 23, there is provided a schematic of a

controlled fusion device and direct energy conversion assembly. This
configuration 2300 has a fusion device 2300 having a DC-AC power supply
2305, an a gas input line 2304, a power cable 2306, a discharge rod 2302,
which has an insulation covering 2303. The discharge rod 2302 extends into
the fusion device beyond the insulation covering 2303 and into the gas
rotation area 2320. Within the gas rotation area 2320 are the Boron targets
2317, 2319, and a Boron target 2318, mechanically associated with a control
arm 2310. The fusion device has an outer electrode 2301, and a magnet
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2316. In this embodiment the energy utilization assembly, e.g., a direct
energy conversion assembly 2350, is located inside the fusion device
pressure control structure, and just outside of the outer electrode 2301, and
away from (down stream from) the gas rotation area 2320. The fusion device
also has a camera 2309, a vacuum pump 2307 and valve 2308. A sample
and analysis assembly is also provided with this embodiment. This assembly
has a valve 2311, an analysis chamber 2312, a pump 2313, a valve 2314 and
an RGA (residual gas analyzer) 2315. The analysis chamber may have a
pressure of 10-5 torr.
[00198]

In this embodiment, the direct energy conversion assembly

may include a metallic or other electron-motive material: in the shape of a
plate, rod, cylinder, sectional components of a cylinder, and the like;
electrically-conductive coils that are positioned adjacent the likely path of
charged high-energy particles created by the fusion reaction, so that a current
may be directly induced as the charged particles are collected. Further,
although not shown in the Figure, such devices may also be located at the
axial end of the fusion reaction region or chamber. For example, in
embodiments utilizing the fusion reaction that creates alpha particles, the
alpha particles lose energy by ionizing materials in the direct energy
conversion assembly, producing free electrons that carry electrical current. In
other embodiments, charged particles may be directed into a beam by use of
electric or magnetic fields, or a combination of both, producing a direct
current.
[00199]

In another embodiment of a controlled fusion device, a direct

energy conversion assembly includes an array of semiconductor PN
junctions. The PN junctions create a depletion layer that creates regions
having an electric field gradient. Charged particles, such as alphas created in
a fusion reaction, or electromagnetic radiation, or both, interact with the
semiconductor material, producing electron-hole pairs in the vicinity of the
electric field gradient. As the electrons and ions are accelerated toward the
edges of the depletion layer, a current is created.
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[00200]

In another embodiment of a controlled fusion device, a direct

energy conversion assembly includes an assembly for utilizing high-energy
charged particles to generate an electric current. For example, using the
alpha particles generated via the hydrogen-boron reaction discussed above,
the alpha particles may be directed from the fusion reaction region to a region
having a first plate and a second plate separated by a readily ionizable
material. Thus, in this manner, as the directed alpha particles pass through
this readily ionizable material, electrons and positive ions are created. The
electrons migrate to the first plate, the positive ions migrate to the second
plate, creating a potential that then results in the flow of a current when the
plates are electrically connected. For example, the first plate may be made
from a low work function material such as magnesium, and the second plate
may be made from a high work function material such as gold, and the readily
ionizable material may be argon gas. Further, the ionizable material may be
in the form of a gel, thus simplifying the need to contain the ionizing material
in the direct energy conversion region. Additionally, the first plate, second
plate, and readily ionizable material may be combined into a solid multi
layered semiconductor structure capable of surviving the alpha impacts and
generating a potential between layers within that multi-layered structure. In
an additional embodiment, the controlled fusion device may have its axis in a
vertical or essentially vertical position with the opening having the alphas
exiting therefrom, pointing downwardly toward a container having a gel or a
liquid which serves as the ionizable material. In this manner, containment of
the readily ionizable material may be accomplished without the need for any
membrane or other member that permits the transmission of alpha particle
while having the readily ionizable material adjacent or in the low pressure
containment area of controlled fusion device.

Example 22
[00201]

Figure 24A shows a controlled fusion device 2400

comprising a source of radiation 2401, a first working material 2404, a
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radiation target 2403, a second working material 2402, and a cavity 2405.
The radiation 2401 impinges on the radiation target 2403 generating the first
working material 2404. The radiation may be a laser, ion beam, pulsed
radiation source, and more. The radiation target may be a metallic foil, a
polymer, and more. The first working material may be protons, ions, or other
desirable reactants and materials. The first working material is made to move
in the direction of the second working material 2402. The energy of the first
working material may be greater than 1 eV, greater than 100 eV, greater than
1 keV, greater than 100 keV, greater than 1 MeV, or greater than 10 MeV.
[00202]

Figure 24B shows the controlled fusion device of Figure 24A,

to which a third working material is added. The controlled fusion device 2400
has a source of radiation 2401, a first working material 2404, a radiation
target 2403, a second working material 2402, a cavity 2405, and a third
working material 2406. The radiation 2401 impinges on the radiation target
2403 generating a first working material 2404. The radiation may be a laser,
ion beam, pulsed radiation source, and more. The radiation target may be a
metallic foil, a polymer, and more. The first working material may be protons,
ions, or other desirable reactants and materials. The first working material is
made to move in the direction of the third working material 2406. The motion
of the first working material is coupled to the third working material which is
made to move in the direction of the second working material 2402. The
energy of the first working material may be greater than 1 eV, greater than
100 eV, greater than 1 keV, greater than 100 keV, greater than 1 MeV, or
greater than 10 MeV.

Example 23
[00203]

In an embodiment of a controlled fusion device, the

controlled fusion device is of the general type depicted in Figure 3. Thus, a
plurality of boron structures positioned on the wires may form a shell of boron
shell of boron compounds between the inner electrode and the outer
electrode.
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Example 24
[00204]

Embodiments of the present controlled fusion devices can

be relatively compact and small. This enables to placement of these devices
in many applications where size is an issue. It also permits several of these
smaller devices to be utilized together to provide the requisite amount of
power needed. These devices can essentially be small and compact, for
example, about the size of a small refrigerator, a bag of golf clubs, a suitcase,
a few feet by a few feet, one square foot or less, e.g., the size of a large can
of coffee.
[00205]

Thus, turning to Figure 25 there is shown a perspective view

of an embodiment of a tabletop controlled fusion device 2500. The device
2500 is mounted on a table 2501 (2 feet by 2 feet). The device 2500 has two
magnet holders 2503, 2502 at the axial ends of the device. Each magnet
holder holds a magnet 2509, 2508. Between the magnet holder 2503, 2502
there is an assembly to contain the rotating gas, this assembly has two outer
cover flanges 2512, 2511 that are attached to the axial ends of a housing
2510. The housing 2510 and flanges 2512, 2511 form the cavity 2506 where
the gases rotate. The inner surface 2507 of housing 2510 is the surface
where the fusion process primarily takes places. The housing 2510 also
serves as the outer electrode. The inner electrode 2504 has a discharge
head 2505. Additionally, mounts 2524 and 2517 hold the assembly. Each
mount has a bottom arm 2524a, 2517a, and a top caps 2524b, 2517b,
respectively. Gas inlet line 2515 has opening 2515a and gas outlet 2516 has
an outlet opening (not shown). Cooling water circulation lines, inlet 2514,
outlet 2513 are provided so that water can be circulated around housing
2510.
[00206]

Figure 25B is a cross section of the embodiment of Figure

25, and Figure 25C is an exploded view showing the components of the
embodiment of Figure 25.
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Example 24a
[00207]

The device of example 24 is fueled with fusion materials to

provided for aneutronic fusion, and is used to power an electric automobile.
Example 24b
[00208]

The embodiment of Figure 25, is made larger than the

device of Figure 24, and is fueled to provide for neutronic fusion and the
generation of neutrons. The device is used in a medical device to provide for
a controlled and targeted beam of neutrons for the treatment of medical
conditions.
Example 24c
[00209]

The embodiment of Figure 25, is made smaller, having an

outer diameter of less about 6 inches, and is fueled to provide for neutronic
fusion and the generation of neutrons. The device is incorporated in to an oil
and gas exploration (e.g., drilling for oil) down hole logging and measuring
tool (often referred to as LWD, MWD, and LMWD). The generated neutrons
from the device are used for analytical purpose to evaluate the nature of the
formation associated with a borehole. The low amount (zero in some
embodiments) of power that is required for the generation of neutrons with the
device provides substantial benefits especially when measuring or logging
very deep (or long) boreholes, e.g., over 10,000 feet, by not requiring the
substantial power losses in the transmission of electricity down hole to have
to be overcome.
Example 25
[00210]

In the embodiment of this example a microwave source is

used to help start the rotation of the gases (weakly ionized gases). In this
manner the microwave source requires less power than the use of a current
to initially get the rotation of the gases starting, and thus, the use of the
microwave generator provide for a better, e.g., more efficient, energy balance.
[00211]

Thus, turning to Figure 26 there is shown a perspective view

of an embodiment of a tabletop controlled fusion device 2600. The device
2600 is mounted on a table 2601 (1 feet by 2 feet). The device 2600 has two
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magnet holders 2603, 2602 at the axial ends of the device. Each magnet
holder holds a magnet 2609, 2608. Between the magnet holder 2603, 2602
there is an assembly to contain the rotating gas, this assembly has two outer
cover flanges 2612, 2611. Flange 2612 is attached to the axial end of
housing 2610. Flanged microwave delivery assembly 2650 is attached to the
other end of housing 2610, and flange 2611 is attached to the assembly
2650. The microwave source 2651 is attached to assembly 2650. The
housing 2510, the assembly 2652, and flanges 2612, 2611 form the cavity
where the gases rotate. The inner surface of housing 2610 is the surface
where the fusion process primarily takes places. The housing 2610 also
serves as the outer electrode. The inner electrode 2604 has a discharge
head. Additionally, mounts 2624 and 2617 hold the assembly. Each mount
has a bottom arm 2624a, 2617a, and a top caps 2624b, 2617b, respectively.
Gas inlet line 2615 has opening 2615a and gas outlet 2616 has an outlet
opening (not shown). Cooling water circulation lines, inlet 2614, outlet 2613
are provided so that water can be circulated around housing 2610.
Example 26
[00212]

A device of the general type shown in Figure 3 was used to

conduct fusion interactions. Figure 27 shows the current and voltage that is
applied to the device to rotate the gases. Thus, line 2702 shows the voltage
across the electrode over time in ms. Line 2701 shows the pulse current in
amps over time. The two lines show the relationship of CW voltage and
current during the pulse. Point (A) on the graph of Figure 27 corresponds to
Figure 27A, point (B) on the graph of Figure 27 corresponds to Figure 27B,
point (C) on the graph of Figure 27 corresponds to Figure 27C, point (D) on
the graph of Figure 27 corresponds to Figure 27D, point (E) on the graph of
Figure 27 corresponds to Figure 27E, and point (F) on the graph of Figure 27
corresponds to Figure 27F.
[00213]

Figures 27A to 27F are schematic representations of

photographs that were taken within the rotating gas cavity of the fusion
device. Figure 27A shows that no reaction is taking place, the weakly ionized
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gas is spinning by the applied voltage and the pulse is only beginning to be
applied. Figure 27B shows that fusion products are beginning to be formed,
and as the pulse increases through points C and D the fusion reaction
products are additionally increased. As the pulse stopped, e.g., current
lowered, points E and F, the fusion reaction and production of fusion products
continues.
Example 27
[00214]

A device of the general type shown in Figure 3 was used to

conduct fusion interactions. Figure 28 is a graphic representation of He I
neutrals emission 2801 observed using a filter centered at 587.5nm (± 2.5 nm
FWHW), at time 10.7 ms. shows the current and voltage that is applied to
the device to rotate the gases.
Example 28
[00215]

A device of the general type shown in Figure 3 was used to

conduct fusion interactions. Figure 29 is a graphic representation of He I
neutrals emission observed using a filter centered at 587.5nm (± 2.5 nm
FWHW), at time 10.7 ms. The fusion products and weakly ionized gases
2901 have been calculated at 2.52 x 106 m/s, fusion products and weakly
ionized gases 2902 have been calculated at 1.63 x 106 m/s, fusion products
and weakly ionized gases 2903 have been calculated at 1.15 x 106 m/s, and
fusion products and weakly ionized gases 2904 have been calculated at 9.95
x 105 m/s.
Example 29
[00216]

Figures 30 and 31 show the intensity of He emissions with

and without boron targets.
[00217]

The efficacy and utility of energy storage and generation

devices are often discussed in terms of specific energy and specific power. It
is highly desirable to have a simultaneous high specific energy and high
specific power. It may also be desirable to have a predetermined specific
energy and specific power.
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[00218]

Specific energy is typically measured in J/kg, or J/L

(volumetric) while specific power is typically measured in W/kg or W/L. These
values indicate the total energy production, and the energy production rate,
for a system of a given size.
[00219]

Typical values seen for specific energy vary from 10-8 J/kg

for supercapacitors to 108 J/kg (106 J/L) for compressed hydrogen. Typical
values of specific power vary from 1 W/kg to 104 W/kg. However, prior to the
present invention, specific energies and powers (or the combination therein)
above certain levels have been untenable. Further, while, for example, a
rocket engine may have a relatively high specific power, it cannot be scaled to
smaller or larger sizes with ease. Thus, it is here envisioned that a controlled
fusion device is capable of producing specific powers and specific energies
according to the following table.
[00220]
Example

Specific

Specific

Specific

Specific

Energy (J/kg)

Energy

Power (W/kg)

Power (W/L)

(J/L)
A

106

10 3

102

102

B

1014

1015

108

106

C

108

109

105

103

D

1010

10 7

106

104

Example 30
[00221]

In this embodiment the spinning of the weakly ionized

plasma in the device can be obtained by wave particle trapping. In general, a
circular electromagnetic wave is induced in the device, near to, and
preferably, directly adjacent the inner wall. The ionized particles couple to
this circular wave, and move around the device, brining the neutral particles
with them. In this manner the high speed spinning of the weakly ionized
plasma in the device can be accomplished without the need for a magnetic
filed. Thus, using want is theorized to be the underlying principles of
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nonlinear-wave-particle trapping and ion-neutral coupling in a three
component plasma system consisting of positive ions, negative ions, and
neutral molecules (neutrals) the requisite conditions can be obtained for a
fusion interaction of the particles. The resulting collective phenomena are
much richer and more diverse than the sum of their parts. Typically unstable
ions are kept stable, oppositely charged particles are kept separate in wave
potential troughs, and very high overall density is attained without limitations
by space charges. Collisions between neutrals and ions allow the control of a
high-density medium by electromagnetic fields. These phenomena apply to
both gasses and liquids.
[00222]

Waves are manifestations of the collective motion of

particles and possess energy and momentum. As particles, wave packets can
be excited and pointed in a preferred direction. The use of waves with
negative and positive ions has not been thoroughly investigated, especially in
the regime where ions and neutral molecules coexist in various
concentrations.
[00223]

A traveling electric wave with precisely aligned phase

velocity can accelerate positive ions, negative ions, and neutrals to high
speeds. Over 1.5 seconds, or 9x1

06

periods, using a 1OOV 6MHz electric

wave, the neutrals accelerate to more than 9000 meters per second. It is
important to note that, while the velocity of the negative and positive ions
each appear to have high negative values in areas, these areas correspond
to the lowest densities of these ions. Similarly, the areas with the highest
positive velocities of negative ions, positive ions, and neutrals correlate to the
areas with the highest particle densities. As such, the net momentum of
negative ions, positive ions, and neutrals are each in the forward direction.
These simulations demonstrate that, based upon accepted theory, neutrals
can be accelerated by an electric wave when coupled with ions, negative and
positive ions are kept separate when coupled with neutrals, and that potential
wells and troughs can be used to accelerate alternating groups of negative
and positive ions.
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[00224]

The examples above are meant to be a sample of the

possibility space. Additionally, it should be understood that the boundary at
which the specific energy or specific power is calculated may vary according
to the type of system.
[00225]

The various embodiments of energy utilization assemblies

and direct energy conversion assemblies may be used individually or
collectively on or in association with various controlled fusion devices. Thus,
for example, to increase the overall energy conversion efficiency of the
device, and to protect components of the device from thermal damage, direct
energy conversion assemblies may have energy utilization assemblies
associated with them. Similarly, energy utilization assemblies may have,
preferably on their surfaces, direct energy conversion assemblies. In this
manner, and preferably, all usable surfaces and areas where heat transfer or
capture of high-energy particles in the controlled fusion device may be
utilized.
[00226]

The various embodiments of devices, methods and systems

set forth in this specification may be used for various operations, other energy
production, including the formation of materials. Additionally, these
embodiments, for example, may be used with systems and operations that
may be developed in the future; and with existing systems and operations that
may be modified, in-part, based on the teachings of this specification.
Further, the various embodiments set forth in this specification may be used
with each other, in whole or in part, and in different and various combinations.
Thus, for example, the configurations provided in the various embodiments of
this specification may be used with each other; and the scope of protection
afforded the present inventions should not be limited to a particular
embodiment, configuration or arrangement that is set forth in a particular
embodiment, example, or in an embodiment in a particular Figure.
[00227]

The invention may be embodied in other forms than those

specifically disclosed herein without departing from its spirit or essential
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characteristics. The described embodiments are to be considered in all
respects only as illustrative and not restrictive.
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What is claimed:
1. A system for the controlled fusion reaction of materials comprising:
a. a first housing comprising an inner surface and an outer surface, the
inner surface defining a cavity;
b. an inner housing located within the cavity, the inner housing
comprising an inner surface, the inner surface defining a rotation
cavity;
c. a first material for forming a weakly ionized plasma located within
the rotation cavity;
d. a second material associated with the rotation cavity;
e. an ionizer, the ionizer operably associated with the first material,
whereby the ionizer is capable of ionizing a component of the first
material and thereby creating a plasma;
f. a rotation inducing assembly, operably associated with the ionizer,
the first housing, and the rotation chamber; whereby the rotation
inducing assembly is capable of causing the plasma to rotate at high
speed in the rotation chamber; and,
g. the rotation chamber configured to provide for the fusion reaction of
the first material and the second material during the high speed
rotation of the plasma.
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the fusion reaction is aneutronic.
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the fusion reaction is neutronic.
4. The system of claim 1, wherein the first material comprises hydrogen.
5. The system of claim 2, wherein the first material comprises hydrogen.
6. The system of claim 3, wherein the first material comprises hydrogen.
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7. The system of claim 1, wherein the first material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium,
argon, neon, xenon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
8. The system of claim 2, wherein the first material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium,
argon, neon, xenon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
9. The system of claim 3, wherein the first material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium,
argon, neon, xenon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
10. The system of claim 1, wherein the first material comprises a vaporized solid.
11. The system of claim 2, wherein the first material comprises a vaporized solid.
12.The system of claim 3, wherein the first material comprises a vaporized solid.
13. The system of claim 1, wherein the first material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, helium, argon, and a
vaporized solid.
14. The system of claim 1, wherein the second material comprises boron.
15.The system of claim 2, wherein the second material comprises boron.
16. The system of claim 7, wherein the second material comprises boron.
17. The system of claim 8, wherein the second material comprises boron.
18.The system of claim 9, wherein the second material comprises boron.
19. The system of claim 14, wherein the second material comprises boron-1 1.
20. The system of claim 1, wherein the second material comprises lithium.
21. The system of claim 20, wherein the second material comprises lithium-6.
22.The system of claim 4, wherein the first material comprises hydrogen-1.
23. The system of claim 1, wherein the second material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of boron nitride and lanthanum
hexaboride.
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24. The system of claim 2, wherein the second material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of boron nitride and lanthanum
hexaboride.
25. The system of claim 4, wherein the second material comprises a material
selected from the group consisting of boron nitride and lanthanum
hexaboride.
26.The system of claim 1, wherein the first and the second materials comprise
materials selected from the group consisting of boron nitride lanthanum
hexaboride, hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium, argon, neon, xenon,
nitrogen, oxygen, vaporized solids, hydrogen-1, boron-1 1, lithium-6, lithium-7,
helium-3, lithium-6, and nitrogen-1 5.
27. The system of claim 1, wherein the first material comprises a good electron
emitter.
28.The system of claim 2, wherein the first material comprises a good electron
emitter.
29.The system of claim 3, wherein the first material comprises a good electron
emitter.
30.The system of claim 1, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
31.The system of claim 2, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
32.The system of claim 3, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
33.The system of claim 5, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
34. The system of claim 7, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
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35. The system of claim 10, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
36. The system of claim 14, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
37. The system of claim 20, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
38. The system of claim 24, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
39.The system of claim 1, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises a
magnet.
40.The system of claim 30, wherein the magnet comprises a superconducting
magnet.
41.The system of claim 30, wherein the magnet comprises a permanent magnet.
42.The system of claim 30, wherein the magnet has the capability of creating a
magnetic field of at least about 0.5 Tesla.
43.The system of claim 30, wherein the magnet has the capability of creating a
magnetic field of at least about 1 Tesla.
44. The system of claim 30, wherein the magnet has the capability of creating a
magnetic field of at least about 2 Teslas.
45. The system of claims 1-9, wherein the rotation inducing assembly comprises
a device selected from the group consisting of a superconducting magnet, a
permanent magnet, an electromagnet, a radiofrequency source, a microwave
source, a lasers, and an ion gun.
46. A device for inducing and controlling nuclear fusion reactions comprising:
a rotation chamber operatively coupled to a rotation device;
a first reactant handling mechanism associated with the rotation chamber
and configured to introduce a first working material into the rotation chamber,
wherein the first working material comprises a first fusion reactant;
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a second reactant handling mechanism associated with the rotation
chamber and configured to position a second working material within the
rotation chamber, wherein the second working material comprises a second
fusion reactant;
a plasma creation device operatively coupled to the rotation chamber and
configured to induce ionization of at least the first working material to create a
weakly ionized plasma;
wherein the rotation device is configured to induce rapid rotation of the
weakly ionized plasma comprising at least the first working material within the
rotation chamber such that fusion reactions between the first fusion reactant
and the second fusion reactant take place.
47. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation device comprises:
a magnetic generating device configured to create a magnetic field
extending through the rotation chamber; and
an electric generating device configured to create an electric field
extending through the rotation chamber in a direction substantially
perpendicular to the magnetic field such that ions in the weakly ionized
plasma are induced to move at least initially along the electric field and to
experience a Lorentz force due to the magnetic field.
48.The device of Claim 47, wherein the magnetic generating device comprises at
least one electromagnet.
49.The device of Claim 48, wherein the at least one electromagnet is
superconducting.
50. The device of Claim 47, wherein the magnetic generating device comprises at
least one permanent magnet.
51. The device of Claim 50, wherein the at least one permanent magnet is a rare
earth magnet.
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52.The device of Claim 47, wherein the magnetic generating device is configured
to produce a magnetic field strength in the rotation chamber between 0.5 and
2 Teslas.
53.The device of Claim 47, wherein the magnetic generating device is configured
to produce a magnetic field in the rotation chamber with a strength sufficient
to induce an average rotation rate of the weakly ionized plasma of between
about 50,000 and 100,000 rotations per second.
54. The device of Claim 47, wherein the magnetic generating device is configured
to produce a magnetic field in the rotation chamber with a strength sufficient
to induce an average rotation rate of the weakly ionized plasma of greater
than about 100,000 rotations per second.
55.The device of Claim 47, wherein the rotation chamber is configured to be
approximately cylindrical and oriented such that an axis of symmetry of the
rotation chamber is substantially parallel to the magnetic field.
56. The device of Claim 55, wherein the electric generating device comprises:
a central electrode positioned substantially along the axis of symmetry of
the rotation chamber;
an outer electrode having a substantially cylindrical shape and positioned
concentrically with the central electrode; and
a power source configured to supply a voltage between the central
electrode and the outer electrode to produce an electric field extending in a
substantially radial direction within the rotation chamber.
57. The device of Claim 56, wherein the power source includes a power device
configured to provide a voltage that is substantially continuous wave (CW).
58. The device of Claim 56, wherein the power source includes a power device
configured to provide one or more voltage pulses.
59. The device of Claim 56, wherein the power source includes at least one
energy storage capacitor.
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60. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation chamber is further configured to
support a standing electromagnetic wave, and wherein the rotation device
comprises:
a radio-frequency feed configured to apply an electromagnetic wave to the
rotation chamber such that a rotating standing wave is developed within the
rotation chamber, wherein:
the rotating standing wave is adapted to cause the weakly ionized
plasma in the rotation chamber to rotate.
61. The device of Claim 60, wherein the rotation device further includes a
modulator configured to apply a modulation to the electromagnetic wave
applied to the radio frequency feed to facilitate rotation of the weakly ionized
plasma.
62. The device of Claim 60, wherein the modulator is configured to apply an
amplitude modulation of between about 1 kHz and 200 kHz.
63. The device of Claim 60, wherein the modulator is configured to apply a phase
modulation of between about 1 kHz and 200 kHz.
64. The device of Claim 60, wherein the modulator is configured to apply a
tunable modulation frequency.
65. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation device comprises:
a photon source operatively coupled to the rotation chamber, wherein the
photon source is configured to irradiate at least the first working material to
create a photon pressure sufficient to cause the first working material to rotate
within the rotation chamber.
66. The device of Claim 65, wherein the photon source comprises a laser.
67. The device of Claim 65, further including at least one optical fiber to direct the
photon source toward the first working material.
68. The device of Claim 46, wherein the plasma creation device comprises:
a first electrode operatively associated with the first working material;
a second electrode operatively associated with the first working material;
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a power source configured to apply a voltage between the first and second
electrodes sufficient to cause a portion of the first working material to ionize.
69. The device of Claim 46, wherein the plasma creation device comprises:
a magnetic generating device configured to apply a magnetic field within
the rotation chamber;
a radio frequency feed operatively associated with the first working
material and configured to introduce an electromagnetic signal into the
rotation chamber, wherein:
the frequency of the electromagnetic signal is selected to
correspond to a synchrotron frequency of the first working material in the
presence of the magnetic field such that resonant energy transfer from the
electromagnetic field to the first working material causes at least a portion of
the first working material to ionize.
70.The device of Claim 69, wherein the radio frequency feed is a waveguide.
71. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first reactant handling mechanism
comprises an inlet valve assembly configured to inject the first working
material into the rotation chamber.
72. The device of Claim 46, wherein the second reactant handling mechanism
comprises an inlet valve assembly configured to inject the second working
material into the rotation chamber.
73. The device of Claim 46, wherein the second reactant handling mechanism
comprises a mounting assembly adapted to position the second working
material within the rotation chamber.
74. The device of Claim 73, wherein the mounting assembly further comprises an
assembly that is substantially fixed within the rotation chamber.
75.The device of Claim 73, wherein the mounting assembly further comprises a
movable rod adapted to insert and remove the second working material into
and out of the rotation chamber.
76. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first fusion reactant is hydrogen-1.
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77. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first working material is hydrogen.
78. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first working material comprises a noble
gas.
79. The device of Claim 78, wherein the noble gas is a carrier for the first fusion
reactant.
80. The device of Claim 46, wherein the second fusion reactant is boron-11.
81. The device of Claim 80, wherein the second working material is one of boron
nitride and lanthanum hexaboride.
82. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first fusion reactant is selected from a
group consisting of hydrogen-1, deuterium, tritium, helium-3, lithium-6,
lithium-7, boron-11, and nitrogen-15.
83. The device of Claim 46, wherein the second fusion reactant is selected from a
group consisting of hydrogen-1, deuterium, tritium, helium-3, lithium-6,
lithium-7, boron-11, and nitrogen-15.
84. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first fusion reactant and second fusion
reactant comprise the same type of nucleus.
85. The device of Claim 46, wherein the first fusion reactant and second fusion
reactant comprise different types of nuclei.
86. The device of Claim 46, wherein at least one of the first fusion reactant and
the second fusion reactant comprises a material that is an efficient electron
emitter.
87. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation chamber comprises a structure
including copper.
88. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation chamber comprises a structure
made from one or more materials selected from the group of copper, stainless
steel, silver, metal platings, ceramics, composites, plastics, metals,
metalloids, organics, oxides, glass, polymeric materials, alloys, and graphite.
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89. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation chamber and rotation device are
adapted to operate in conjunction with weakly ionized plasma wherein a ratio
of ions to neutrals in the weakly ionized plasma is one to more than about
100.
90. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation chamber and rotation device are
adapted to operate in conjunction with weakly ionized plasma wherein a ratio
of ions to neutrals in the weakly ionized plasma is one to more than about
1000.
91. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation chamber and rotation device are
adapted to operate in conjunction with weakly ionized plasma wherein a ratio
of ions to neutrals in the weakly ionized plasma is one to more than about
10000.
92. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation device is adapted to induce a
rotation rate such that a particle density of the weakly ionized plasma in a
region of the rotation chamber reaches at least

1017

particles per cubic

centimeter.
93. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation device is adapted to induce a
rotation rate such that a particle density of the weakly ionized plasma in a
region of the rotation chamber reaches at least 1018 particles per cubic
centimeter.
94. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation device is adapted to induce a
rotation rate such that a particle density of the first working material and
second working material together reaches more than 1022 particles per cubic
centimeter in a region where fusion takes place.
95. The device of Claim 46, wherein the rotation device is adapted to induce a
rotation rate such that a particle density of the first working material and
second working material together reaches more than 1023 particles per cubic
centimeter in a region where fusion takes place.
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96. The device of Claim 46, further including an energy utilization assembly
operatively coupled to the rotation chamber, wherein the energy utilization
assembly is configured to remove energy created by fusion from a region
adjacent to the rotation chamber.
97. The device of Claim 96, wherein the energy utilization assembly comprises a
heat exchanger thermally coupled to the rotation chamber.
98.The device of Claim 97, wherein the heat exchanger is configured as a
shroud at least partially enclosing the rotation chamber.
99. The device of claim 97, wherein the heat exchanger is configured to include
coils in thermal contact with the rotation chamber and carrying a working fluid
for transporting heat energy.
100.

The heat exchanger of Claim 99, wherein the working fluid is selected

from the group consisting of water, high-pressure water, steam, and liquid
sodium.
101.

The device of Claim 96, wherein the energy utilization assembly

comprises material positioned near the rotation chamber and adapted to slow
and collect particles produced in the fusion reactions.
102.

The device of Claim 101, wherein the material positioned near the rotation

chamber and adapted to slow and collect particles is further coupled to a heat
exchanger adapted to remove heat from the material positioned near the
rotation chamber.
103.

The device of Claim 46, further including a direct energy conversion

assembly configured to extract energy from charged particles produced in the
fusion reactions and convert the energy to electrical current.
104.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 103, further comprising

an array of semiconductor PN junctions positioned adjacent to the rotation
chamber such that charged particles produced in the fusion reactions impinge
upon the PN junctions, creating electron-hole pairs, and thereby inducing an
electrical current.
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105.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 103, further comprising a

working material disposed between a first electrode having a low work
function and a second electrode having a high work function, wherein the
working material is located adjacent to the rotation chamber such that
charged particles impinge upon the working material, creating electron-hole
pairs, and thereby inducing an electrical current from the first and second
electrodes.
106.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 105, wherein the working

material is a noble gas.
107.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 105, wherein the working

material is a gel.
108.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 105, wherein the working

material is a liquid.
109.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 108, wherein the liquid

working material can be circulated through a plumbing system.
110.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 105, wherein the first

electrode having a low work function is made from magnesium.
111.

The direct energy conversion assembly of Claim 105, wherein the second

electrode having a high work function is made from gold.
112.

A method of achieving controlled nuclear fusion in a rotation chamber

between a first reactant in a first working material and a second reactant in a
second working material comprises the steps of:
lightly ionizing the first working material to create a plurality of ions;
inducing rapid rotation of the first working material within the rotation
chamber by ion-neutral coupling;
bringing together the first reactant and the second reactant in a region of
the rotation chamber wherein a velocity of the first working material is
sufficiently rapid to induce fusion of the first reactant and the second reactant.
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113.

The method of achieving controlled nuclear fusion of Claim 112, wherein

the step of inducing rapid rotation of the first working material further includes
the steps of:
establishing a magnetic field extending through the rotation chamber
along an axis about which the rapid rotation is intended to take place; and
establishing an electric field extending radially outward from the axis about
which the rapid rotation is intended to take place, wherein the plurality of ions
is accelerated by the electric field and experiences a Lorentz force due to the
magnetic field such that rotation of the first working material is achieved.
114.

The method of achieving controlled nuclear fusion of Claim 113, wherein

the step of inducing rapid rotation of the first working material further includes
the step of applying a current pulse through the lightly ionized first working
material in a direction substantially perpendicular to the magnetic field.
115.

The method of achieving controlled nuclear fusion of Claim 112, further

including the step of providing a least one of the first working material and the
second working material that is an efficient electron emitter, such that space
charge effects operate to increase a cross section of the fusion reactions.
116.

The method of achieving controlled nuclear fusion of Claim 112, further

including the step of providing a first working material including a first reactant
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen-1, deuterium, tritium, helium
3, lithium-6, lithium-7, boron-1 1, and nitrogen-1 5.
117.

The method of achieving controlled nuclear fusion of Claim 112, further

including the step of providing a second working material including a second
reactant selected from the group consisting of hydrogen-1, deuterium, tritium,
helium-3, lithium-6, lithium-7, boron-1 1, and nitrogen-1 5.
118.

A system for the controlled fusion reaction of materials comprising:
a. a first housing comprising an inner surface and an outer surface, the
inner surface defining a cavity;
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b. an inner housing located within the cavity, the inner housing
comprising an inner surface, the inner surface defining a rotation
cavity;
c. a first material for forming a weakly ionized plasma located within
the rotation cavity;
d. a second material associated with the rotation cavity;
e. an ionizer, the ionizer operably associated with the first material,
whereby the ionizer is capable of ionizing a component of the first
material and thereby creating a plasma;
f. a rotation inducing assembly, operably associated with the ionizer,
the first housing, and the rotation chamber; whereby the rotation
inducing assembly is capable of causing the plasma to rotate at high
speed in the rotation chamber, and whereby rotation assembly is
capable of causing the second material to be disassociated; and,
g. the rotation chamber configured to provide for the fusion reaction of
the first material and the second material during the high speed
rotation of the plasma.
119.

The system of claim 118 wherein the second working material is

lanthanum hexaboride and whereby the second working material is
disassociated into lanthanum and boron.
120.

The system of claim 1, comprising a third material from the fusion reaction

and a fourth material for a fusion reaction with the third material.
121.

The system of claim 120, wherein the third material comprises a material

selected from the group consisting of alpha particles, helium-3, and neutrons.
122.

The system of claim 120, wherein the fourth material comprises a material

selected from the group consisting of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, chromium,
and neon.
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123.

The system of claim 120, wherein the third material comprises a material

selected from the group consisting of alpha particles, helium-3, and neutrons;
and wherein the fourth material comprises a material selected from the group
consisting of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, chromium, and neon.
124.

The system of claim 1, wherein the first and the second materials

comprise materials selected from the group consisting of boron nitride
lanthanum hexaboride, hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, helium, argon, neon,
xenon, nitrogen, oxygen, vaporized solids, hydrogen-1, boron-1 1, lithium-6,
lithium-7, helium-3, lithium-6, and nitrogen-1 5; and comprising a third material
from the fusion reaction; and comprising a fourth material for a reaction with
the third material, wherein the fourth material comprises a material selected
from the group consisting of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, chromium, and neon.
125.

The system of claim 1, wherein the fusion reaction is essentially

aneutronic.
126.

The system of claim 1, wherein the fusion reaction is essentially neutronic.

127.

The system of claim 120, wherein the third material comprises a material

selected from the group consisting of alpha particles, helium-3, and gamma
rays.
128.

The system of claim 120, wherein the third material comprises a material

selected from the group consisting of alpha particles, helium-3, and gamma
rays; and wherein the fourth material comprises a material selected from the
group consisting of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, chromium, and neon.
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